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Abstract  
The aim of this study is to determine the relationship between traumatic experience, 
posttraumatic stress disorder, resilience, and posttraumatic growth among adolescents in 
Gaza Strip. The sample of the study consisted of 400 secondary school students (200 males 
and 200 females) from the seven directorates of education in the Strip, namely North Gaza, 
East Gaza, West Gaza, Middle zone, East Khanyounis, West Khanyounis, and Rafah. Their 
age ranged between 15 – 18 years with mean age 16.67 years. Descriptive, analytic cross-
sectional design was used. For data collection four instruments were used: Gaza traumatic 
events checklist, PTSD checklist for DSM-IV-TR, Resilience scale for adolescents, and 
Posttraumatic growth inventory. The study instruments were tested for validity and 
reliability using Cronbache alpha coefficient and it was 0.888 for Traumatic events 
checklist, 0.828 for Posttraumatic stress disorder checklist, 0.861 for Resilience scale, 
0.888 for Posttraumatic growth inventory. For data analysis, the researcher used SPSS, 
and statistical analysis included frequencies, percentage, means, t test, one way ANOVA, 
Fisher's Least Significant Difference test, and Pearson correlation test. The results showed 
that the most common traumatic events were hearing the voices of the bombing on different 
areas of the GS (92.3%), listening to the sound of drones constantly (86.3%), and  hearing 
the death of a friend or neighbor during the war (79.5%), and 13% of adolescents had mild 
trauma, 39.8% had moderate trauma, and 47.3% had severe trauma. There were 
statistically no significant differences at in experience of trauma related to gender, age, 
place of residency, family size, family income, fathers' job, and fathers' education. 
Also, the results showed that the mean total score of PTSD was 38.6, mean intrusion was 
12.97, mean avoidance was 14.39, and mean arousal was 11.24. Furthermore, 27.5% of 
adolescents did not show symptoms of PTSD, 38% showed at least one criteria of PTSD (B 
or C or D), 24% showed partial PTSD, and 10.5% showed full criteria of PTSD. There 
were no significant differences in total PTSD and avoidance symptoms related to  gender, 
but girls had higher intrusion and arousal symptoms. Also there were no significant 
differences in PTSD related to age, place of residency, but arousal symptoms were higher 
among participants from North Gaza. There were no significant differences in PTSD 
related to family size, family income, fathers' job and level of education.  
The results also showed that adolescents had above moderate level of resilience with mean 
score 80.48, and there were no significant differences in resilience levels related to gender, 
age, family size, family income, fathers' job and level of education, but adolescents from 
Khanyounis and Rafah had higher resilience compared to their counterparts from other 
places.  
The results showed that the mean of total post traumatic growth was 46.05, appreciation of 
life 6.54 , spiritual change 5.25 , personal strength 8.04 , relating to others 15.30 , new 
possibilities 10.86 , and there were no significant differences in posttraumatic growth 
related to gender, place of residency, family size, family income, fathers' job, and level of 
education, but adolescents aged 15 – 16 years old had higher level of posttraumatic 
growth. 
The results also reflected that there was statistically significant relationship at α ≤ 0.05 
between traumatic events and PTSD (r= 0.27 ), resilience (r= 0.16 ), and PTG (r= 0.187). 
but the relationship between posttraumatic stress disorder and posttraumatic growth was 
not significant.   
The study concluded that   Palestinian adolescents are exposed to traumatic events and 
subsequent posttraumatic stress disorder as a result of the long term and ongoing wars 
beside the siege against Gaza Strip, and the results of the study raised the need for 
strategic mental health programs to enhance coping mechanisms and decrease the 
negative impact of trauma. 
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Chapter One 
1.1 Introduction 
Exposure to trauma, is an overwhelming experience for those who witnessed or affected by 
trauma and can have severe and chronic psychological consequences. Trauma is a 
psychologically distressing event outside the range of usual human experience, often 
involves a sense of fear, terror and helplessness (Perry, 2006). The American Psychiatric 
Association – APA, (2000) defined traumatic event as "an event or events that involve 
actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self or 
others".  
Psychological reactions to physical threat and environmental instability include fear, anger, 
helplessness, isolation, irritability, nervousness, and confusion (Webster and Harris, 2009). 
In addition, children and adolescents exposed to high levels of conflict and violence may 
be especially likely to develop diagnosable mental health problems such as posttraumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), depression and anxiety. This was evidenced by a study examined 
the impact of exposure to war trauma in Gaza Strip (GS) reported high rates of PTSD and 
anxiety scores above previously established cut-offs (Thabet, et al., 2008). On the other 
hand, along with the inherent negative responses to trauma, individuals may perceive a 
number of positive changes which reveal Posttraumatic Growth (PTG). Recently, in the 
positive psychology, there is a growing body of literature suggesting the existence of 
perceived positive outcomes in the aftermath of a traumatic event. PTG is the most used 
construct to describe the positive changes experienced as a result of the psychological and 
cognitive efforts made by individuals inorder to deal with challenging circumstances 
(Calhoun and Tedeschi, 2001). PTG is the individual's struggle with the new reality in the 
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aftermath of trauma that is crucial in determining the extent to which posttraumatic growth 
occur (Calhoun and Tedeschi, 2004).    
Resilience represents a dynamic process that encompasses an efficient adaptation in 
aversive circumstances (Bonanno, 2004). As a transformative process, resilience is 
characterized by three distinct but interconnected dimensions: recovery, resistance, and 
reconfiguration (Calhoun and Tedeschi, 2006).  
PTG is considered as an outcome of the reconfiguration process, however, PTG is 
distinguished from resilience, as it is related to only the positive changes, and not to both 
positive and negative outcomes (Lepore and Revenson, 2006). This distinction has been 
the object of some controversy. Calhoun and Tedeschi, (2004) emphasized that the level of 
adversity experienced by traumatic survivors who develop PTG is higher than that of 
resilient individuals. Nevertheless, the relation between resilience, PTG, and PTSD 
remains contradictory, with some inconclusive results. Resilience was found to be 
negatively associated with PTSD and growth (Levine et al., 2009). In contrary, Bensimon 
(2012) suggested that resilience is related positively with growth but negatively with 
PTSD, while Linley and Joseph, (2004) reported that PTG does not occur in everyone who 
experienced stressful circumstances, and some individuals may not experience positive 
changes as a result of the trauma. 
In GS with frequent wars (2008 – 2009, 2012, 2014) by the Israeli military forces, and 
internal political conflict and violence in the recent years, many people were victims of the 
war and violence, and consequently could be experiencing psychological disturbances.  In 
this study the researcher is going to examine the relationship between trauma, PTSD, 
resilience, and PTG among adolescents in GS to highlight the impact of these traumatic 
events on psychological status of adolescents.   
3 
1.2 Research problem 
Exposure to traumatic events could be terrifying experience that may result in consequent 
psychological and emotional disturbances. These disturbances may have negative impacts 
on trauma victims and may lead to dysfunction and disability and loss of productivity. The 
World Health Organization (WHO, 2001) estimated that, in the situations of armed 
conflicts throughout the world, 10% of the people who experience traumatic events will 
have serious mental health problems and another 10% will develop behaviors that will 
hinder their ability to function effectively.  A study carried out by Gaza Community 
Mental Health Program (GCMHP) found that among children living in bombardment 
areas, 54% suffered from severe PTSD, and 33.5% suffered from moderate PTSD (Qouta, 
2003). Individuals who live in armed conflict zones usually experience psychological 
problems after war, which may in turn affects their adaptation and productivity. Identifying 
those individuals and the way they behave to manage their psychological problems towards 
decreasing the negative impacts of traumatic events and improve their wellbeing and 
growth is an important issue.  
At the end of December 2008 and beginning of January 2009, GS have been exposed to 
war by Israeli forces, in which more than 1400 Palestinians, including 446 children, were 
killed. Furthermore, about 4000 houses were totally demolished and 16000 houses were 
partially damaged (Palestinian Red Crescent, 2008). Another war on 14 November 2012, 
which lasted for 8 days, in which 158 Palestinians were killed , 102 of them were civilians, 
including 27 children, and the last war in July - August 2014, which was the most 
destructive war and lasted for 51 day, ended with killing of 2,145 Palestinians, about 
11,000 had been wounded, more than 500,000 Palestinians internally displaced from their 
homes, and about 18,000 houses were destroyed or severely damaged (Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - OCHA (2014). All these wars, besides the siege 
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left hard physical and emotional traumatic experiences on the people of GS, which will 
affect their mental well-being. 
In this study the researcher is trying to determine the prevalence of traumatic experiences, 
PTSD, and the possibilities for positive changes including resilience and posttraumatic 
growth among secondary school students in GS. 
1.3 Justification of the study 
Exposure to trauma and stressful life-events carry a risk for developing PTSD and its 
negative impact on individuals. In the last 6 years, GS suffered from three wars (2008, 
2012, 2014) with severe shelling, bombardment, and destruction of thousands of homes 
and infrastructure. The wars left thousands of martyrs, injured, and disabled. Adding to 
that, thousands of people escaped from their homes and lost their shelter. Adding to that, 
the strict siege imposed against GS with resultant loss of work opportunities and increase 
unemployment rates and poverty. Exposure to trauma and witnessing injuries and death of 
relatives, or friends during the war would have negative impact on the emotional and 
psychological wellbeing of individuals, and these negative impacts may affect the general 
mental health of the hole society and rise the incidence of mental disturbances.  
As a result of struggling with the adverse effects of trauma, the individual may adopt 
changes in his life and living conditions. Some studies suggested a negative relation 
between distress and PTG, which means that if the survivor develops a higher level of PTG 
to overcome the cognitive and emotional disruptions to decrease the level of distress 
(Cadell et al., 2003; Tomich and Helgeson, 2004).  
The adolescent stage is a sensitive stage in individual's life as it is considered a transition 
stage from childhood to adulthood, and many traumatic events in this stage of life could 
affect the personality development, the way of thinking and functioning. So, carrying out 
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this study will highlight the extent to which these adolescents exposed to traumatic events, 
and to examine their reaction to these events. Their reaction could be in the negative aspect 
and lead to PTSD and more suffering and deterioration, or could be in the positive side 
with resilience and posttraumatic growth, which leads to overcoming these traumatic 
experiences and continue their life for the hope for better future. The significance of this 
study that it focuses on the psychological impact of traumatic experiences after the war, 
and to assess aftermath symptoms of PTSD, and how resilience will lead to posttraumatic 
growth among adolescents in the GS.  
1.4 General objective 
The general objective of the study is to identify the relationship between traumatic 
experience, PTSD, resilience, and PTG among adolescents in Gaza Strip. 
1.5 Specific objectives 
- To identify type and severity of trauma among adolescents in the Gaza Strip. 
- To determine the prevalence of PTSD among adolescents in the Gaza Strip. 
- To examine the level of resilience among adolescents in the Gaza Strip. 
- To identify the level of PTG among adolescents in the Gaza Strip. 
- To determine the differences in levels of traumatic events, PTSD, resilience, and 
PTG in relation to selected variables (gender, age, place of residency, family size, 
family income fathers' job, and fathers' level of education).  
1.6 Questions of the study 
- Is there a relationship between trauma, PTSD, resilience, and PTG among 
adolescents in the Gaza Strip? 
- What is the prevalence of PTSD among adolescents in the Gaza Strip? 
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- What is the level of resilience among adolescents in the Gaza Strip? 
- What is the level of PTG among adolescents in the Gaza Strip? 
- Are there statistically significant differences in levels of traumatic events, PTSD, 
resilience, and PTG in relation to selected variables (gender, age, place of 
residency, family size, family income fathers' job, and fathers' level of education)? 
1.7 Context of the study 
1.7.1 Demographic and political context 
Palestine is a small country with an area of 27,000 Km
2
, expanding from Ras Al-Nakoura 
in the north to Rafah in the south. Due to Israeli occupation, Palestinian territory is divided 
into three areas separated geographically; the West Bank (WB) 5.655 Km
2
, GS 365 Km
2
 
and East Jerusalem. According to the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) 
report on July 2015, the total population in GS 1.82 million (925,000 males and 859,000 
females), and that adolescents aged between (10 – 19 years) accounted about one fourth of 
the population in GS (219.5 thousand males and 210.5 thousand females) (PCBS, 2014), 
and according to MOH reports (2016) the population of GS reached 2 million in October 
2016. 
GS continues to suffer from unstable political and security circumstances long years ago. 
The situation became harder after the political detachment and armed violence acts 
between the main two political factions; Fateh and Hamas on July 2006. Since that time, 
GS was under strict siege by the Israelis with closure of the border outlets except for 
humanitarian and emergency aids. GS was exposed to three hard wars namely Alforqan on 
December 2008 – January 2009 (1400 Palestinians were killed, including 446 children, and 
about 4000 houses were destroyed), The second war namely Hejara al sejeel on December 
2012 (158 Palestinians were killed, of them 27 were children), and the third war namely 
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Alasf Almakool on June – August 2014 (2,145 Palestinians were killed, about 11,000 
injured, more than 500,000 escaped from their homes to safe areas, and about 18,000 
houses were destroyed). These wars resulted in thousands of martyrs, injured and mass 
destruction of homes and shelters. The United Nations stated that according to reports by 
the consultancy company Near East Consulting on January 2009, about 96 percent of Gaza 
residents feel depressed and disheartened, another report on the aftermath of the Israeli 
military Cast Lead Operation (December 2008 – January 2009) highlights that over 75% of 
the Gaza population, feel insecure and that although most households have suffered from 
limited access to basics such as food, water, sanitation, and money, their highest need is 
personal security (UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - OCHA, 
2009). The situation in GS worsened with higher rates of psychological disturbances after 
the other two wars in 2012 and 2014.  
1.7.2 Economic context 
The Palestinian economy is fragile, weak and facing increased pressure to create decent 
and productive jobs, reduce poverty and provide economic security for all social groups in 
a rapidly growing and urbanizing population. The poverty rate is higher in GS than in WB, 
in 2011, 18% and 39% of individuals in WB and GS, respectively, were below the national 
poverty line (PCBS, 2012). Economic status in the Palestinian territories is very low. Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated about 9.3%, and the workforce participation 43.6, 
unemployment rate is very high in GS and reached 41.6, and the poverty rate increased to 
serious levels as it reached 38.8 in GS (PCBS, 2015). 
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1.7.3 Health care system 
Health care services in Palestine are provided by five sectors including the Ministry of 
Health (MOH), United Nations Relief and Works Agency for the Refugees of Palestine 
(UNRWA), Medical Military Services for Police and General Security, Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) and private sector (non-and for-profit hospitals). MOH is the main 
health care provider; it provides primary, secondary, and tertiary services and purchases 
some services from private providers domestically and abroad (MOH, 2006). MOH plays 
the main role in providing health services to the Palestinians. The total number of 
employees who are working in MOH is 14,619 employee, of them 42.6% in WB and 
57.4% in GS (MOH, 2012). 
In addition, Mental health services are provided by four sectors, the MOH, UNRWA, 
NGOs and private sector. The community mental health department in MOH provides 
preventive, curative and community-based rehabilitation programs. Mental health services 
are provided for the Palestinian population by 15 community mental health clinics (5 in 
Gaza Strip, one specialized in child mental health, and 10 clinics in West Bank). Also, 
GCMHP was established in 1990 and offer comprehensive mental health services 
(therapeutic, counseling, and training) to the people in GS (GCMHP, 2015). The UNRWA 
Community Mental Health Program (CMHP) was established in 2002 to assist Palestine 
refugees in GS who had lost their ability to cope with the deteriorating conditions 
characterized by high levels of violence and economic decline. With a particular focus on 
children and youth, CMHP helps to mitigate the psychological impact resulting from the 
prevailing violence, economic hardship and isolation of the Gaza refugee population 
(UNRWA, 2015). 
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1.8 Definition of terms 
Adolescence  
WHO identifies adolescence as "the period in human growth and development that occurs after 
childhood and before adulthood, from ages 10 to19". It represents one of the critical transitions in 
the life span and is characterized by a tremendous pace in growth and change that is second only to 
that of infancy (WHO, 2015). 
Traumatic event 
A traumatic event is defined  as "an event or events that involve actual or threatened death 
or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self or others" (APA 2000). 
Psychological trauma 
Psychological trauma is a distressing event outside the range of usual human experience. It 
often involves a sense of fear, terror and helplessness. Trauma is an experience that 
induces an abnormally intense and prolonged stress response (Perry, 2006). 
Mental Health  
A state of well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope 
with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a 
contribution to her or his community (WHO, 2005). 
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
PTSD is the psychiatric disorder that can result from the experience or witnessing of 
traumatic or life-threatening events such as terrorist attack, violent crime and abuse, 
military combat, natural disasters, serious accidents or violent personal assaults (Vojdani 
and Thrasher, 2004). 
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Resilience  
Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats 
or significant sources of stress (APA, 2014). 
Posttraumatic growth (PTG) 
PTG is positive psychological change experienced as a result of the struggle with highly 
challenging circumstances (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). 
 
1.9 Lay out of the study 
This study consists of four chapters. Chapter one includes the introduction, problem 
statement, justification, purpose, questions of the study, definition of terms and context of 
the study. Chapter two includes conceptual framework and indepth review of related 
literature and previous studies. Chapter three includes study design, population, sample and 
sampling method, instruments for data collection, statistical procedures used, inclusion-
exclusion criteria, ethical consideration and limitations of the study. Chapter four includes 
description of study sample, results of the study and discussion, recommendations and 
references.     
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Chapter Two 
Conceptual framework and literature review 
2.1 Conceptual framework 
The conceptual framework was designed by the researcher based on the review of the 
available literature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (2.1): Diagram of conceptual frame work 
Posttraumatic 
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The conceptual framework clarify the relationship between the independent variable 
"trauma" and the dependent variables "PTSD, resilience, and posttraumatic growth" as 
outcomes to exposure to traumatic events.  
The diagram presented four major elements:  
1) Trauma, in which the individual responses to a terrible event and experience, 
witness, threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of 
self or others.  
2) PTSD, which is characterized by development of symptoms following exposure to 
trauma, as hyperarousal, avoidance, and re-experiencing the trauma.  
3) Resilience, which reflects the individual's ability to maintain stable mental function 
throughout the course of events. 
4) Posttraumatic growth, which conveys positive psychological change experienced as 
a result of the struggle with highly challenging situations.    
Recovery from the negative effects of trauma is determined by the severity and frequency 
of traumatic experiences. 
In addition, some personal and sociodemographic factors play major roles in recovery from 
trauma.  
Age and sex are important factors and researchers usually consider them in their studies. It 
is assumed that there are differences between males and females in their reaction to 
traumatic experience. For example children may perceive trauma as overwhelming but 
older ones may find coping mechanisms to adapt to the trauma 
The place of residency included in the study despite the fact that Gaza is a small piece of 
land and many people may find it not important. However some studies conducted in Gaza 
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which found differences among people according to their place of residence, so the 
researcher considered this factor and included it in the study. 
Furthermore, high unemployment and poverty rates, with low income in the GS are 
important factors and would inflict its effects on response and resilience level among 
adolescents. It is assumed that individuals from high income families will have different 
response from those with low income level. The diagram denoted that response to trauma 
also could be affected by family size, fathers' job and level of education. These variables 
could make variations in perception and consequences of trauma. 
In addition, consequences of trauma could be negative effects and lead to psychological 
disturbances including PTSD, while other individuals may pass to the positive side, with 
resilience and growth after the trauma if they received psychological and social support.  
2.2 Literature review 
2.2.1 Background 
On 1993, with the signing of the Oslo peace accord between the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization and the Israeli occupying government many people thought that this event 
will rise a ray of hope for the future life. Moreover, on 2005 after the withdrawal of Israeli 
forces from GS, the Gazans believed that a new life with peace, freedom and societal 
growth will take place in GS. These thoughts and believes did not last long with the violent 
political fights between the main two factions (Fateh and Hamas) which ended by 
controlling GS by Hamas party on June 2007. The awful events did not stop here, but GS 
had been under severe bombards and shelling on three wars (2008, 2012, 2014) which left 
huge number of martyrs and injured people with vast destruction of infrastructure and all 
life aspects.      
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Exposure to a traumatic incident may predispose the individual to develop psychological 
disturbances that may interrupt his wellbeing and ability to function normally. Common 
feelings and reactions in the aftermath of a traumatic event include sadness, anger, rage, 
fear, numbness, feeling of helplessness, experiencing nightmares, difficulty sleeping, 
change in appetite, avoidance of situations that are reminders of the trauma, problems in 
concentration, and guilt because of survival or lack of harm during the event (APA, 2000). 
Highly stressful events might have a negative impact on individual adjustment to 
circumstances surrounding the event, such as psychological distress, depression, anxiety, 
and even symptoms of PTSD (Bostock et al., 2009; Linley et al., 2008; Calhoun and 
Tedeschi, 2001).  
The siege imposed against GS by Israelis since 2007 is a major traumatic event that 
affected all the life aspects. In this regard, a study aimed to examine the stressors caused by 
siege against GS included 386 Palestinian adults showed that people commonly reported 
the following stressors: prices were sharply increased (97.67%), they feel they in a big 
prison (92.23%), they cannot find things they need in the market (91.70%), they quitted 
some purchased daily needs (88.30%), and social visits were less than before (85.23%). 
For quality of life, the results showed that only 11.8% of Palestinians were satisfied with 
their general health and only 8% said that they enjoy their life. In addition, there were 
negative correlation between total siege scores and quality of life (Thabet et al., 2008). 
Another study included 399 university students from main four universities in GS showed 
that the most frequent stressors due to siege were: (92%) prices that were sharply increased 
due to closure, (83.5%) their study in the university was affected so much due to cut-off of 
electricity and shortage of gas. The study results showed that mean stressors in males was 
12.38 and was 10.33 in females (Thabet and Juma, 2015). 
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Recently, there is a growing body of literature suggesting the existence of perceived 
positive outcomes in the aftermath of traumatic event (Helgeson et al., 2006; Affleck and 
Tennen, 1996; Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996).  
2.2.2 Traumatic events 
In psychology, trauma is often the result of an overwhelming amount of stress that exceeds 
one's ability to cope, or integrate the emotions involved with that experience (Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration - SAMHSA, 2014). A traumatic event 
involves one's experience, or repeating events of being overwhelmed that can be 
precipitated in weeks, years, or even decades as the person struggles to cope with the 
immediate circumstances, eventually leading to serious, long-term negative consequences. 
According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4
th
 ed. (DSM-IV-
TR) trauma is defined as direct personal experience of an event that involves actual or 
threatened death or serious injury, threat to one's physical integrity; or witnessing an event 
that involves the above experience or learning about unexpected or violent death, serious 
harm, or threat of death or injury experienced by a family member of close associate. 
Memories associated with trauma are implicit, pre-verbal and cannot be recalled, but can 
be triggered by stimuli from the in vivo environment. The person's response to aversive 
details of traumatic event involve intense fear, helplessness or horror. In children it is 
manifested as disorganized or agitative behaviors (APA, 2000). 
According to DSM-IV, traumatic events are stressors of an extreme (i.e., life-threatening) 
nature (Criterion A1) that elicit intense fear, helplessness, or horror (Criterion A2), other 
feelings such as shame and guilt may also develop particularly as individuals engage in 
ruminative thought processes (APA, 1996). 
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Psychologically traumatic experiences often involve physical trauma that threatens one's 
survival and sense of security. Typical causes and dangers of psychological trauma include 
harassment, embarrassment, abandonment, abusive relationships, rejection, co-dependence, 
physical assault, sexual abuse, partner battery, employment discrimination, police brutality, 
and misconduct, bullying, paternalism, domestic violence, the threat or the witnessing of 
violence (particularly in childhood), life-threatening medical conditions, medication-
induced trauma, in addition to catastrophic natural disasters such as earthquakes and 
volcanic eruptions, large scale transportation accidents, house or domestic fire, motor 
vehicle accident, mass interpersonal violence like war, terrorist attacks or other mass 
tortures, taken as hostages or kidnapped can also cause psychological trauma. Long-term 
exposure to situations such as extreme poverty or milder forms of abuse, such as verbal 
abuse exist independently of physical trauma but still generate psychological trauma 
(Whitfield, 2010).  
The World Mental Health (WMH) surveys documented significant differences in the 
prevalence and distribution of traumatic events across the world. Variation in the rates of 
trauma exposure across the world, as well as the prevalence of specific traumatic events, 
appears to reflect historical, cultural, and political factors that vary across regions (Atwoli 
et al., 2015) The South African Stress and Health Survey, for example, reported a lifetime 
traumatic event prevalence rate of 73.8%, which was higher than in other surveys in 
Europe and Japan where the rate was in the range of 54–64%, at 54%, Spain has the lowest 
reported prevalence of trauma exposures, followed by Italy’s 56.1%, and Japan’s 60%, 
Northern Ireland’s rate of 60.6% was the highest among surveys in Europe (Carmassi et 
al., 2014; Ferry et al., 2014; Kawakami et al., 2014; Olaya et al., 2015). 
People who go through traumatic experiences often have symptoms and problems 
afterward. How serious the symptoms and problems are depends on many things including 
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a person's life experiences before the trauma, a person's own natural ability to cope with 
stress, how serious the trauma was, and what kind of help and support a person gets from 
family, friends, and professionals immediately following the trauma (Eve and Ruzek, 
2004). Trauma survivors commonly re-experience their traumas. This means that the 
survivor experiences again the same mental, emotional, and physical experiences that 
occurred during or just after the trauma. These include thinking about the trauma, seeing 
images of the event, feeling agitated, and having physical sensations like those that 
occurred during the trauma. Trauma survivors find themselves feeling as if they are in 
danger, experiencing panic sensations, wanting to escape, getting angry, and thinking 
about attacking or harming someone else. Because they are anxious and physically 
agitated, they may have trouble sleeping and concentrating (Eve and Ruzek, 2004). 
A study assessed the prevalence of exposure to traumatic events and associated symptoms 
among undergraduate students (N = 1,528) found that most students (85%) reported having 
experienced a traumatic event in their lifetime (first time ) and 21% reported experiencing 
an event over a 2-month period during college (second time). The most common event 
reported at both time points was the unexpected death of a loved one. Lifetime exposures 
to family violence, unwanted sexual attention, and sexual assault were associated with 
higher current distress levels. When nominated as a worst event, sexual assault was 
associated with the most posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms. Events that caused 
intense fear, helplessness, or horror and those that were intentionally caused were 
associated with higher distress levels. Total number of lifetime traumas consistently had 
the highest associations with distress levels (Frazier et al., 2009).  
In a study included survivors of the Peruvian armed conflict, participants reported having 
suffered or witnessed an average of almost 9 violent events during the years of the conflict, 
67% were severely injured or almost killed, 58% were tortured, while the most common 
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event experienced was the violent death of family members and neighbors (83%) (Suarez, 
2013). 
In a study of 184 households from GS, showed that the most common stressors items 
related to siege of Gaza were: prices are sharply increased (90.8%), I feel I am in a big 
prison (88.5%), I cannot find things I need in the market (91.70%), I was not able to get 
specific medicine for me or for one of the family member due to shortage of fuel and 
absence of transportation (73.4%), and I was not able to get specific medicine for me or for 
one of the family member due to shortage of physicians and nurses (62.58%) (Thabet et al., 
2008). Earlier study carried out in GS among children aged 10 – 19 years old reported that 
the most prevalent types of trauma exposure are: 94.6% had witnessed funerals, 83.2% 
witnessed shooting, 66.9% saw injured or dead who were not relatives, and 61.6% saw 
family members injured or killed (Quota and El Sarraj, 2004). Another study included 
1,137 children from GS found that 97% of youth had heard the sound of bombs and 
explosions and 84% had witnessed shelling from tanks, artillery, or military planes, 
and 73% of kids have also personally witnessed political violence (Altawil et al., 2008; 
Thabet, et al., 2014).  
2.2.3 Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
Traumatic events are profoundly stressful. The stress that results from traumatic events 
precipitates a spectrum of psycho-emotional and physiopathological outcomes. PTSD, is 
the psychiatric disorder that can result from the experience or witnessing of traumatic or 
life-threatening events such as terrorist attack, violent crime and abuse, military combat, 
natural disasters, serious accidents or violent personal assaults (Vojdani and Thrasher, 
2004; McKeown-Eyssen et al., 2004).  
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There are different methods and scales to assess PTSD. These scales are designed as self-
reports or clinician-administered instruments. PTSD scales include Davidson Trauma Scale 
1997, Distressing Event Questionnaire of Kubany et al., 2000,  Impact of Event Scale-
Revised of Weiss and Marmar 2000, Trauma Symptom Checklist-40 of Briere 1996, PTSD 
Checklist-Civilian Version of Blanchard et al., 1996, Revised Civilian Mississippi Scale 
for PTSD of Norris and Perilla 1996, the Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale of Foa et 
al., 1997, Los Angeles Symptom Checklist 1995, and the Clinician-Administered PTSD 
Scale (CAPS) of Blake 1990 (Iribarren et al., 2005).    
The PTSD was first described by ABR Myers (1838–1921) in 1870 as combining effort 
fatigue, dyspnea, a sighing respiration, palpitation, sweating, tremor, an aching sensation in 
the left pericardium, utter fatigue, an exaggeration of symptoms upon efforts and 
occasionally complete syncope, it was noted that the symptoms resembled more closely an 
abandonment to emotion and fear, rather than the effort that normal subjects engage to 
overcome challenges (Iribarren et al., 2005). 
Individuals with PTSD usually report difficulty in sleeping, their behavior becomes 
increasingly detached and is frequently aggravated by related disorders such as depression, 
substance abuse and problems of memory and cognition, the disorder soon leads to 
impairment of the ability to function in social or family life, occupational instability, 
marital problems and divorces, and in severe cases may lead to suicidal tendencies 
(Iribarren et al., 2005).  
2.2.3.1 Diagnosis of PTSD 
In 2013, the American Psychiatric Association revised the PTSD diagnostic criteria in the 
fifth edition of its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; 1). 
PTSD is included in a new category in DSM-5, Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorders. 
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All of the conditions included in this classification require exposure to a traumatic or 
stressful event as a diagnostic criterion. For a review of the DSM-5 changes to the criteria 
for PTSD. Diagnostic criteria according to DSM-5; 1 as follows: (APA, 2013).  
- Criterion A (one required): The person was exposed to: death, threatened death, 
actual or threatened serious injury, or actual or threatened sexual violence, in the 
following way(s):  
 Direct exposure 
 Witnessing the trauma 
 Learning that a relative or close friend was exposed to a trauma 
 Indirect exposure to aversive details of the trauma, usually in the course of 
professional duties (e.g., first responders, medics) 
- Criterion B (one required): The traumatic event is persistently re-experienced, in 
the following way(s): 
 Intrusive thoughts 
 Nightmares 
 Flashbacks 
 Emotional distress after exposure to traumatic reminders 
 Physical reactivity after exposure to traumatic reminders  
- Criterion C (one required): Avoidance of trauma-related stimuli after the trauma, 
in the following way(s): 
 Trauma-related thoughts or feelings 
 Trauma-related reminders 
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- Criterion D (two required): Negative thoughts or feelings that began or worsened 
after the trauma, in the following way(s): 
 Inability to recall key features of the trauma 
 Overly negative thoughts and assumptions about oneself or the world 
 Exaggerated blame of self or others for causing the trauma 
 Negative affect 
 Decreased interest in activities 
 Feeling isolated 
 Difficulty experiencing positive affect 
- Criterion E (two required): Trauma-related arousal and reactivity that began or 
worsened after the trauma, in the following way(s): 
 Irritability or aggression 
 Risky or destructive behavior 
 Hypervigilance 
 Heightened startle reaction 
 Difficulty concentrating 
 Difficulty sleeping 
- Criterion F (required): Symptoms last for more than 1 month. 
- Criterion G (required): Symptoms create distress or functional impairment (e.g., 
social, occupational). 
- Criterion H (required): Symptoms are not due to medication, substance use, or 
other illness.  
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 2.2.3.2 Predictors and prevalence of PTSD 
Lifetime prevalence of PTSD varies across the WMH surveys when examining prevalence 
using a randomly selected traumatic event rather than the worst event. Lifetime prevalence 
accounted for 2.3% of the population in South Africa (Atwoli et al., 2013), 2.2% in Spain 
(Carmassi et al., 2014), and 2.4% in Italy (Olaya et al., 2015), whereas the prevalence was 
lower accounted for 1.3% in Japan (Kawakami et al., 2014), while Northern Ireland 
reported the highest lifetime PTSD prevalence of 8.8% (Ferry et al., 2014). 
A study examined predictors of posttraumatic stress in a sample of 402 college students 
reporting a wide range of trauma, found that elevations in antisocial and borderline traits 
were significant predictors of retraumatization, accounting for 12% of the variance. 
Personality variables and trauma intensity were significant predictors of PTSD severity, 
accounting for 43% of the variance. Neuroticism interacted with trauma intensity in 
predicting PTSD severity. Among persons low in Neuroticism, there was a modest trauma 
intensity—PTSD relationship, whereas among persons high in neuroticism there was a 
strong relationship (Lauterbach and Vrana, 2001). 
The Palestinian population living in the occupied territories has been subjected to 
continuous violence, such as shooting, bombardment, and physical injuries. As a result of 
this ongoing crisis, Palestinians have developed severe psychological distress (Thabet et 
al., 2004 & 2008). A study carried out among adolescent refugees in GS by Thabet et al., 
(2004) found that 52.6% of study participants had moderate PTSD and 23.9% had severe 
PTSD symptoms. Another case control study conducted in GS included a sample of 
children whom their homes were demolished by Israeli military forces found that 59.3% of 
children who have their homes demolished had symptoms of PTSD, while 24.7% of their 
counterparts (did not have their home demolished) had symptoms of PTSD (Thabet et al., 
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2002). Furthermore, a study carried out in GS by Quota, (2003) found that 54% of study 
participants reported PTSD reactions, 33.5 reported moderate reactions, and 11% reported 
mild reactions.    
A study examined the prevalence of PTSD among Palestinian children included 944 
children aged 10 – 19 years, living under severe conditions indicated that 32.7% of the 
children developed acute PTSD symptoms that need psychological intervention, while 
49.2% of them suffered from moderate level of PTSD symptoms (Quota and El Sarraj, 
2004). Another study carried out in GS found that 19.59% of martyrs' wives have mild 
symptoms, 55.27% have moderate symptoms and 22.61% have severe symptoms (Al-
Rekeb, 2011).. 
Furthermore, a study examined the impact of conflict on Palestinian children during the 
period September 2000 – October 2003, found that the children suffer from significant 
mental health disorders, including 33% with acute levels of PTSD, 49% with moderate 
levels and 15.6% low levels. In hot areas, 55% of the children have acute levels of PTSD, 
35% moderate levels, and 9% low levels (Qouta, 2003).  
Another study aimed to investigate the prevalence of PTSD among patients aged between 
16 - 55 years attending primary health care clinics in the GS and the association between 
socio‐demographic variables and PTSD. A total of 661 agreeing to participate in the study, 
found that the overall prevalence of PTSD symptoms was 29%, and significantly higher 
among females than in males (P=0.001). Prevalence of PTSD among those exposed to 
traumatic events was 36%. Highly educated patients were more often exposed to traumatic 
events, but the prevalence of PTSD was lower than among less educated patients. Males 
exposed to traumatic events reported a lower prevalence of PTSD than traumatized females 
(Afana et al., 2002). 
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Another study was conducted in order to describe the occurrence of psychiatric disorders 
in the Palestinian populations of GS and WB. The study included  1254 patients who were 
clinically assessed using a semi-structured interview based on the DSM-IV-TR criteria. 
The results found that 23.2% reported PTSD, and that PTSD was more frequently 
identified in children ≤ 15 years old, factors significantly associated with PTSD included 
being witness to murder or physical abuse, receiving threats, and property destruction or 
loss (Espié et al., 2009).  
2.2.4 Resilience  
Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats 
or significant sources of stress such as family and relationship problems, serious health 
problems or workplace and financial stressors. It means bouncing back from difficult 
experiences. it is not a trait that people either have or do not have, it involves behaviors, 
thoughts and actions that can be learned and developed in anyone, and that people who 
demonstrate resilience are people with optimistic attitude and positive emotionality and are 
able to effectively balance negative emotions with positive ones (APA, 2014). Resilience is 
generally thought of as a positive adaptation after a stressful or adverse situation (Hopf, 
2010).  
Resilience is most often considered a personality characteristic that moderates the negative 
effects of stress and promotes adaptation. Resilience was defined as the ability to 
successfully cope with change or misfortune (Kashdan et al., 2009). Masten (2001) defined 
resilience as "a phenomenon characterized by good outcomes". In addition, a person is 
considered to be resilient if his or her development has been significantly threatened but it 
has not been affected. In addition, Hjmedal et al., (2006) defined resilience as "a protective 
factor, processes and mechanisms that contribute to a good outcome, in spite of experiences 
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with stressors that hold a significant rise of developing psychopathologies, as it has been seen". 
Resilience has also been defined as the outcome of a combination between individual 
characteristics and the environment, which help to overcome obstacles (Gonzalez, 2007). 
Resilience is an interactive dynamic construct that considers protective factors and positive 
adaptation in adversity, rather than focusing on risk factors and psychopathology. 
Spirituality was commonly reported to be important to resilience and adaptive in illnesses. 
It was postulated that belief in God or having faith helped individuals make sense of the 
illness and acted as a source of strength. Participants high in spirituality were reported to 
have better mental health and adjustment (Hjemdal et al., 2001; Chan et al., 2006; Haynes 
and Watt, 2008). 
Three approaches can be applied to define resilience; in the first approach, resilience is 
defined as recovery from a low level after a traumatic event occurs to a normal level or 
baseline before a traumatic event happens. Bonanno, (2004) considered that recovery is not 
necessary to achieve resilience. Studies have also indicated that some trauma survivors 
may develop PTSD, whereas other survivors may not experience PTSD (Yehuda and 
Flory, 2007). In the second approach, resilience emerges or functions as a possible 
outcome of adversity (Carver, 1998). Therefore, resilience is a process of rebounding and 
changing after an individual experiences trauma (Bensimon, 2012). The third approach 
recommended that resilience should be considered as a personality trait and PTG should be 
described as a mode of adjustment to trauma (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004); in this 
approach, resilience is conceptualized as an idea of resistance, indicating the ability to 
resist negative change and remain stable (Bonanno, 2004), and it is hypothesized that 
individuals with high trait resilience remain resilient before, during, and after individuals 
experience trauma.  
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Many of the victims in armed conflicts areas are civilians who often need psychosocial 
assistance. However, interventions in post-conflict zones frequently are not responsive to 
local realities, rendering them ill-equipped to foster both local strengths and participation 
in the social repair process (Denov, 2010; Pupavac, 2001). This is due in some part to the 
fact that the resilience of communities and individuals affected by mass violence has not 
been given equal prominence as their suffering (Thomas et al., 2011). A combination of 
factors contributes to resilience. The primary factor in resilience is having caring and 
supportive relationships within and outside the family; relationships that create love and 
trust, provide role models and offer encouragement and reassurance help in enhancing a 
person's resilience. Several additional factors are associated with resilience, including:  (1) 
The capacity to make realistic plans and take steps to carry them out. (2) A positive view 
of yourself and confidence in your strengths and abilities. (3) Skills in communication and 
problem solving. (4) The capacity to manage strong feelings and impulses (APA, 2015). 
Similar factors which develop and sustain a person's resilience were mentioned by 
Fredrickson and Branigan, (2005); the ability to make realistic plans and being capable of 
taking the steps necessary to follow through with them; a positive self-concept and 
confidence in one’s strengths and abilities; communication and problem-solving skills; and 
the ability to manage strong impulses and feelings. The APA (2015) suggested 10 ways to 
build resilience, which are:  
1. Make connections: Good relationships with close family members, friends or others 
are important. Accepting help and support from those who care about you and will 
listen to you strengthens resilience. Some people find that being active in civic groups, 
faith-based organizations, or other local groups provides social support and can help 
with reclaiming hope. Assisting others in their time of need also can benefit the helper. 
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2. Avoid seeing crises as insurmountable problems: You can't change the fact that 
highly stressful events happen, but you can change how you interpret and respond to 
these events. Try looking beyond the present to how future circumstances may be a little 
better. Note any subtle ways in which you might already feel somewhat better as you 
deal with difficult situations. 
3. Accept that change is a part of living: Certain goals may no longer be attainable as a 
result of adverse situations. Accepting circumstances that cannot be changed can help 
you focus on circumstances that you can alter. 
4. Move toward your goals: Develop some realistic goals. Do something regularly even 
if it seems like a small accomplishment — that enables you to move toward your goals. 
Instead of focusing on tasks that seem unachievable, ask yourself, "What's one thing I 
know I can accomplish today that helps me move in the direction I want to go?" 
5. Take decisive actions: Act on adverse situations as much as you can. Take decisive 
actions, rather than detaching completely from problems and stresses and wishing they 
would just go away. 
6. Look for opportunities for self-discovery: People often learn something about 
themselves and may find that they have grown in some respect as a result of their 
struggle with loss. Many people who have experienced tragedies and hardship have 
reported better relationships, greater sense of strength even while feeling vulnerable, 
increased sense of self-worth, a more developed spirituality and heightened appreciation 
for life. 
7. Nurture a positive view of yourself: Developing confidence in your ability to solve 
problems and trusting your instincts helps build resilience. 
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8. Keep things in perspective: Even when facing very painful events, try to consider the 
stressful situation in a broader context and keep a long-term perspective. Avoid blowing 
the event out of proportion. 
9. Maintain a hopeful outlook: An optimistic outlook enables you to expect that good 
things will happen in your life. Try visualizing what you want, rather than worrying 
about what you fear. 
10. Take care of yourself: Pay attention to your own needs and feelings. Engage in 
activities that you enjoy and find relaxing. Exercise regularly. Taking care of yourself 
helps to keep your mind and body primed to deal with situations that require resilience 
(APA, 2015). 
Several studies investigated the concept of resilience in recent years. A study conducted in 
GS aimed to determine the level of resilience among children of mothers who were 
exposed to family violence found that resilience among children was high (m= 89.33 ± 
10.88) and it was higher among male children compared to females (Al-Halag, 2011). 
Another study aimed to examine the level of resilience among university students in GS 
found that the level of resilience was 77.17, and that there were no significant differences 
in levels of resilience related to academic achievement, specialty, order, family income, 
and educational level of parents (Shagora, 2012). Resilience is a process rather than a trait, 
and research now shows that resilience is the result of individuals ability to interact with 
their environments and the processes that either promote well-being or protect them against 
the overwhelming influence of risk factors (Zautra et al., 2010).  
2.2.5 Posttraumatic growth (PTG) 
Individual reactions to trauma vary greatly, ranging from negative effects and/or positive 
trauma consequences. Among the positive consequences to trauma is PTG, which conveys 
positive psychological change experienced as a result of the struggle with highly 
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challenging circumstances. The literature concerning PTG has recently seen an increase of 
research interest recently. In a metaanalysis review included 77 articles, 63% were 
published since 2000. Prior to this date, psychology had tended to view stress and trauma 
through a negative view with particular emphasis on PTSD and the negative health 
implications associated with stressors (Helgeson et al., 2006). Furthermore the literature 
had also concentrated on resilience, or how individuals bounce back after a trauma, but it is 
only recently that the literature is beginning to focus on the benefits of experiencing trauma 
(Haidt, 2006). 
PTG refers to positive psychological change experienced as a result of adversity and other 
challenges in order to rise to a higher level of functioning, these sets of circumstances 
represent significant challenges to the adaptive resources of the individual, and pose 
significant challenges to individuals' way of understanding the world and their place in it; 
PTG is not about returning to the same life as it was previously experienced before a 
period of traumatic suffering; but rather it is about undergoing significant life-changing 
and psychological shifts in thinking and relating to the world, that contribute to a personal 
process of change, that is deeply meaningful (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004).  
PTG was initially introduced by Tedeschi & Calhoun on 1995 as three aspects of perceived 
changes; in self, in sense of relationships with others, and in philosophy of life, then PTG 
has undergone several conceptual transformations, and the PTG inventory (PTGI) was 
developed into five domains of growth to measure renewed appreciation of life, new 
possibilities, enhanced personal strength, improved relationships with others, and spiritual 
change (Taku et al., 2008). The PTGI was expanded and included other variables that 
increase the possibility of psychological growth in the aftermath of trauma as: a) cognitive 
processing, engagement, or rumination. b) disclosure of concerns surrounding traumatic 
events, c) the reactions of others to self-disclosures, d) the sociocultural context in which 
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traumas occur and attempts to process, disclose, and resolve trauma, e) the personal 
dispositions of the survivor and the degree to which they are resilient, and f) the degree to 
which events either permit or suppress the aforementioned processes. The model also 
addresses how PTG may relate to wisdom, life satisfaction, and a sense of purpose in life 
(Tedeschi & McNally, 2011). Tedeschi and Calhoun classified three themes of PTG:  
- First theme is a change in self-perception; survivors have reported increased self-
assurance, self-reliance, and competence in dealing with difficult situations.  
- Second theme is a change in relationships with others; after a traumatic event, people 
reported that their experiences resulted in the rekindling of lost relationships and the 
acceptance of social support.  
- Third theme is changed philosophy of life; this theme includes an improved perspective 
on life, reappraisal of one’s priorities, increased appreciation for one’s existence, and 
stronger spiritual and religious beliefs (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996). 
The literature on PTG shows that even though the causes of PTG are vast, the benefits 
reported fall into three main categories: 
1. Feeling stronger and finding hidden abilities and strengths; this changes the persons self-
concept and gives them confidence to face new challenges, e.g. If I can survive this I can 
survive anything;  
2. Good relationships are strengthened, which is reflected in how people often speak of 
finding out who are their true friends after they have experienced a trauma;  
3. priorities and philosophies concerning the present day and other people are altered, e.g. 
living for the moment and prioritizing your loved ones (Haidt, 2006; Joseph & Linley, 
2005). 
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In addition, people who have experienced PTG show some of the following characteristics: 
greater appreciation of life, changed sense of priorities, warmer, more intimate 
relationships, greater sense of personal strength, and recognition of new possibilities or 
paths for one's life and spiritual development (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996).  
Growth does not occur as a direct result of trauma, rather it is the individual's struggle with 
the new reality in the aftermath of trauma that is crucial in determining the extent to which 
PTG occurs; two personality characteristics that may affect the likelihood that people can 
make positive use of the after-math of traumatic events that befall them include 
extraversion and openness to experience, also, optimists may be better able to focus 
attention and resources on the most important matters, and disengage from uncontrollable 
or unsolvable problems (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004). The ability to grieve and gradually 
accept trauma could also increase the likelihood of growth. It also benefits a person to have 
supportive others that can aid in post-traumatic growth by providing a way to craft 
narratives about the changes that have occurred, and by offering perspectives that can be 
integrated into schema change (McAdams, 1993). Individual differences in coping 
strategies set some people on a maladaptive spiral, whereas others proceed on an adaptive 
spiral, and a person's level of confidence could also play a role in his ability to persist into 
growth (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004). 
A number of factors have been associated with adaptive growth following exposure to a 
trauma:  
- Spirituality has been shown to highly correlate with PTG and in fact, many of the most 
deeply spiritual beliefs are a result of trauma exposure (O'Rourke, 2008).  
- Social support has been considered as a buffer to mental illness and stress response. In 
regards to PTG, not only is high levels of pre-exposure social support associated with 
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growth, but there is some neurobiological evidence to support the idea that support will 
modulate a pathological response to stress in the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-
Adrenocortical Pathway in the brain (Ozbay, 2007).  
- Acceptance coping; the ability to accept situations that cannot be changed is crucial for 
adapting to traumatic life events (Haas, 2015).  
2.2.6 Association between trauma, PTSD, resilience, and PTG 
Exposure to war trauma has been independently associated with PTSD and other emotional 
disorders in children and adults. Individual's reaction to traumatic events varies from one 
person to another; some persons appear unaffected by the event, while others report 
negative or positive reactions. Negative symptoms associated with traumatic events have 
been described as anxiety, fatigue, depression, withdrawal, or lowered social aspiration, 
whereas positive changes may include closer relationships with family and friends or a 
greater appreciation of life (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004). PTSD and PTG have been 
empirically linked. Mixed results have been reported concerning this paradox in which 
PTSD was reported to vary based on the type of traumatic event.  Previous studies reported 
different results concerning the association between exposure to traumatic events and 
individual reaction to the event. A study carried out in Sri Lanka by McCaslin et al., (2009) 
indicated a curvilinear relationship between peri-traumatic dissociation and PTG and 
between posttraumatic stress symptoms and PTG among Sri Lankan university students 
who had experienced a traumatic life event. 
Another study was conducted in the GS, in areas under ongoing shelling and other acts of 
military violence, included 100 families, with 200 parents and 197 children aged 9-18 
years, found that both children and parents reported a high number of experienced 
traumatic events, and high rates of PTSD and anxiety scores above previously established 
cut-offs. Among children, trauma exposure was significantly associated with total and 
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subscales PTSD scores, and with anxiety scores. In contrast, trauma exposure was 
significantly associated with PTSD intrusion symptoms in parents. Both war trauma and 
parents' emotional responses were significantly associated with children's PTSD and 
anxiety symptoms (Thabet et al., 2008). 
Another study aimed to compare the incidence of traumatic events and its association with 
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder in three population groups in northern Uganda 
and southern Sudan who were affected by war found that Sudanese refugees reported the 
highest number of violent events experienced or witnessed ever and in the past one year. 
Witnessing of traumatic events, ever and in the past year, significantly predicted PTSD in 
surveyed population. Sex, age, education and occupation were also significantly associated 
with the development of PTSD symptoms. The population prevalence of PTSD was 
estimated to be 48% for Sudanese stayees, 46% for Sudanese refugees and 18% for 
Ugandan nationals (Karunakara et al., 2004).  
A longitudinal study conducted among Israelis reported that growth was a response to 
distress, and that initial elevated PTSD in 2003 predicted subsequent elevated PTG in 
2008, in addition, individuals with PTSD had higher PTG levels across times than resilient 
individuals who did not endorse PTSD symptoms (Dekel et al., 2012). Another study 
included 500 participants with varied exposure levels to trauma showed that trauma 
increased PTSD and growth levels, whereas resilience was associated positively with 
growth and negatively with PTSD (Bensimon, 2012). 
Another study included 537 participants who attended the preliminary investigation and 
completed the Life Events Checklist were screened. The results showed that trauma was 
positively and significantly correlated with PTSD, trait resilience was positively associated 
with virtues and PTG; The relationship between trait resilience and PTG was moderated by 
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PTSD type (non-PTSD group vs. PTSD group). The results also indicated that trait 
resilience and virtues are positively related; thus, these factors contributed variances to 
PTG in the context of trauma (Duan et al., 2015). 
Moreover, Tedeschi and Calhoun (2004) argue that PTG is the outcome of the post-trauma 
psychological struggle, and that stress-induced cognitive rumination transforms into 
constructive processing, which in turn initiates the development of growth. According to 
this formulation, it is expected that PTSD and PTG are positively related. Another study 
aimed to investigate the relationship between PTSD and PTG among Wenchuan 
earthquake survivors one year after the earthquake found that 40.1 and 51.1 of survivors 
reported PTSD and PTG respectively, also there was a positive association between PTG 
and PTSD (Jin et al., 2014). In contrary, other studies found nonsignificant relationship 
between PTSD and PTG in an Australian sample of adult survivors of childhood sexual 
abuse (Shakespeare-Finch and Dassel, 2009). A study carried out in the aftermath of the 
political violence in Peru between 1980–2000, found that despite high levels of exposure to 
violence, only 9.3% of the sample presented a level of symptoms that indicated possible 
PTSD, and resilience did not contribute to the overall variance of post-traumatic stress 
related symptoms, which was predicted by past exposure to violence, current life stress, 
age, and schooling. Resilience contributed instead to the variance of avoidance symptoms 
while not for re-experiencing or arousal symptoms (Suarez, 2013). 
Another study carried out in GS aimed to establish the association between war traumatic 
experiences, PTSD symptoms and PTG among nurses in the  GS, 2 years after an 
incursion on Gaza, and during a period of ongoing trauma exposure. The sample of the 
study consisted of 274 randomly selected nurses in Gaza who completed the Gaza 
Traumatic Events Checklist, PTSD Checklist, and Posttraumatic Growth Inventory. The 
results indicated that 19.7% of nurses reported full PTSD. There was a significant 
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relationship between traumatic events and PTSD scores as well as between community 
related traumatic events and PTG. Participants reported a range of traumatic events, but 
PTSD and PTG scores were more strongly associated with community rather than work-
related traumas (Thabet et al., 2015). Furthermore, another study conducted in GS aimed to 
investigate the relationships between stressor due to restriction of Palestinian movement, 
traumatic events due to war on Gaza and psychological symptoms, quality of life, and 
resilience, included 502 randomly selected subjects from five areas of the GS found that 
the most common stressful situations due to siege were: feelings of being living in a big 
prison, cannot finish some construction and repair work in their house due to shortage of 
cement and building materials, prices were sharply increased in the last few years. 
Participants commonly reported traumatic events such as hearing shelling of the area by 
artillery, hearing the sonic sounds of the jetfighters, hearing the loud voice of drones, and 
watching mutilated bodies in TV. Males had significantly experienced severe traumatic 
events than females. People live in cities reported more traumatic events than those live in 
a village or a camp. As a reaction to stress and trauma Palestinians participants reported 
anxiety symptoms such as nervousness or shakiness inside, feeling tense or keyed up; 
while depression symptoms reported were feeling sad, and weak in parts of their body. 
However, feelings of worthlessness and thoughts of ending life were seldom. Females 
reported less stress and trauma, but they showed anxiety and somatization symptoms than 
males. Only 12.5% said that they evaluate their life as good, and 27.1% said they enjoy 
their life. Better quality of life is an indicator of wellbeing; females had higher level of 
quality of life. While, physical health activities of daily living were more in males. 
Palestinians used religious ways of coping with the stress and trauma, and 98% said God is 
helping all the time, they were proud of their achievements, and had strong sense of 
purpose in their life. There were statistically significant positive relationship between stress 
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due to the siege and closure and traumatic events, psychological symptoms, depression, 
somatization, and anxiety. However, there was statistically significant negative relationship 
between total score of stress due to the siege and closure and the total resilience factor and 
subscales, and quality of life. Total traumatic events were positively correlated with 
psychological symptoms, depression, somatization, and anxiety. This study reflected that 
siege and blockade situation was very stressful. Such stressors due to siege had negative 
influence on families (Thabet and Thabet, 2015). 
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Chapter Three 
Methodology 
This chapter presented the methodology that was used in this study including the study 
design, study population, study sample, eligibility criteria, period of the study, validity of 
study instrument, data collection, data entry and statistical analysis, and ethical and 
administrative considerations. 
3.1 Study design 
In order to answer the study questions, the researcher used descriptive, cross-sectional 
design in this study, which is useful for describing variables of the study as they naturally 
occur without interference from the researcher. Cross sectional studies are generally 
carried out on a population at a point of time or over a short period. Also, cross sectional 
designs examine the correlation between variables; they are economical, quick and 
managed easily (Polit, 2004). 
3.2 Study population 
The study population consisted of all secondary school students who are enrolled in 
governmental schools in Gaza Strip. According to PCBS report (2015), the total number of 
adolescents in GS is 430 thousands (219.5 thousand males and 210.5 thousand females). 
3.3 Study Sample and Sampling method 
To calculate the sample size, the researcher used Epi info program with 50% expected 
frequency and P value 0.05, the sample of the study consisted of 384 adolescents from 
secondary schools in GS. Actually, the final study sample consisted of 400 students, 200 
male students and 200 female. Students who participated in the study were randomly 
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chosen from all the directorates of Ministry of Education in Gaza Strip as presented in 
table 3.1.  
3.4 Setting of the study 
The study was carried out at governmental secondary schools in all the directorates of 
Education (North Gaza, East Gaza, West Gaza, Middle Zone, Khanyounis, East 
Khanyounis, and Rafah directorate). 
Table (3.1): Distribution of study participants by directorates 
Directorate of Education 
Percentage of 
population 
Number of 
participants 
Percentage 
of sample  
North Gaza  19.0% 79 19.7% 
East Gaza 
35% 
71 17.8% 
West Gaza 72 18% 
Middle Zone 14.5% 57 14.3% 
West Khanyounis 
19.5% 
39 9.8% 
East Khanyounis 41 10% 
Rafah  12% 41 10% 
Total   400 100.0 
 
3.5 Period of the study 
The study was conducted during the period from December 2015 to October 2016. 
3.6 Eligibility 
3.6.1 Inclusion criteria  
- All students (male and female), from secondary in Gaza Strip, who are registered in the 
secondary schools for the academic year 2016/2017. 
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3.6.2 Exclusion criteria 
- Students from private sector. 
- Students from prep school and university students. 
 3.7 Tools of the study 
Data was collected by using close-ended, constructed self-administered questionnaires to 
assess the interrelation between study variables. Four instruments were used: Traumatic 
Events Checklist for Adolescents, Davidson PTSD Checklist, Youth Resilience Measure, 
and Post-traumatic Growth Inventory.  
3.7.1 Description of tools of the study 
3.7.1.1 Traumatic Events Checklist 
The Traumatic Events Checklist (Arabic version) was prepared by Dr. Abdul Aziz Thabet 
(2014). It consisted of 28 paragraphs describing the most common traumatic experiences 
families could have faced in the GS during the last war on Gaza (2014), including shelling 
of their area of residence, internal displacement. The checklist was developed and adapted 
for the nature of traumatic events occurred during the war on 2014. The participants 
answer with Yes (1) and No (0). The scoring of the scale is considered by summing all the 
answers. The checklist was examined for internal consistency of the scale calculated using 
Cronbache alpha was 0.888. 
3.7.1.2 Posttraumatic stress disorder checklist 
This checklist contains 17 items adapted from the DSM-IV-TR PTSD symptom criteria 
(APA, 2000). The 17 PTSD symptoms are rated by the participant for the previous month 
on a scale indicating the degree to which the respondent was  bothered by a particular 
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symptom from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely). Items can be categorized as follows: items 1-
4, 17 are for criteria B (intrusive re-experiencing); items 5-11 are for criteria C( avoidance 
and numbness); and items 12-16 are for criteria D (hyperarousal). Respondents are asked 
to rate on a 5-point Likert scale (0 = not at all to 4 = extremely) the extent to which 
symptoms troubled them in the previous month. This scale was used in previous studies 
and showed high reliability and validity (Thabet et al., 2008). In this study, Reliability of 
the PTSD checklist using Cronbach’s alpha was 0.828. 
3.7.1.3 Resilience scale for adolescents [Thabet et al., 2015] 
The scale is a 28-item self-report scale using positively phrased. Higher scores reflect 
higher degree of resilience. This scale was developed using confirmatory factor analysis 
and has shown adequate psychometric properties (total Cronbache alpha = 0.94) and initial 
promising validity (Hjemdal et al., 2001). Results suggest that the Resilience Scale for 
Adolescents has three subscales reflecting the major categories of resilience. Furthermore, 
each subscale has its own groupings of questions that serve as indicators of the construct’s 
major categories. The first subscale reflects an individual factor that includes personal 
skills (5 items), peer support (2 items), and social skills (4 items). The second subscale 
deals with caregiving, as reflected in physical caregiving (2 items) as well as psychological 
caregiving (5 items). The third subscale comprises contextual components that facilitate a 
sense of belonging in youth, components related to spirituality (3 items), culture (5 items), 
and education (2 items). The reliability of resilience scale using Cronbach's alpha was 
0.861. 
3.7.1.4 Posttraumatic growth inventory (PTGI)  (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) 
The PTGI comprises 21 items, with response choices ranging from 0-4 (0= I did not 
experience this change; 4= I experienced this change to a very great degree as a result of 
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my crisis). The PTGI measures five domains of growth: (a) relating to others better (seven 
items, e.g. I have a greater sense of closeness with others), (b) recognizing new 
possibilities (five items, e.g. New opportunities are available which wouldn't have been 
otherwise, (c) a greater sense of personal strength (four items, e.g. I discovered that I am 
stronger than I thought I was), (d) spiritual change (two items, e.g. I have a better 
understanding of spiritual matters), and (e) greater appreciation of life (three items, e.g. I 
have a greater appreciation for the value of my own life) (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). This 
scale was translated to Arabic and back translated and was validated by Thabet, El Helou, 
Vostanis (2015). Reliability of the PTGI using Cronbach’s alpha was 0 .888. 
3.8 Ethical and administrative considerations 
Before starting the study, the researcher obtained approval from Al Quds university to 
conduct the study. In addition, approval to carry out the study was obtained from Ministry 
of Education in GS. Also, voluntary participation was ensured, confidentiality of 
information was maintained. 
3.9 Data collection 
Data was collected by the researcher; all questionnaires were arranged, organized and 
numbered serially. Each questionnaire consisted of consent form in the first page and tells 
the students to participate in the study voluntary, with time allocated for questionnaires 
extended between 30-45 minutes.  
3.10 Data entry and analysis 
The researcher entered the data of all the questionnaires using the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS version 20) with assistance of statistician and the steps was as 
follows: 
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- Over viewing and coding the filled questionnaires. 
- Designing data entry model. 
- Defining and coding variables. 
- Data cleaning. 
- Frequency table, means, and percentage for the study variables. 
- Conducting statistical procedures including Pearson correlation test, One Way ANOVA, 
LSD test, and t test. 
3.11 Limitation of the study  
- Financial constraint is a major limitation 
- Frequent cutoff of electricity 
- Difficulty in arrangement and appointments with assigned schools which led to delay in 
data collection. 
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Chapter Four 
Results and Discussion 
This chapter presents the findings of statistical analysis of data. Description of 
demographic characteristics of study participants was illustrated and the results of different 
variables and dimensions were identified, moreover, the differences between selected 
variables and correlations were explored as illustrated below. 
4.1 Sociodemographic characteristic for study participants 
Table (4.1): Socio-demographic characteristics of study participants 
Variable N % 
Gender  
Male  200 50.0 
Female  200 50.0 
Age mean  16.672 (SD=0.80) 
Family  monthly income 
Less than 1200 NIS 190 47.5 
1201-2000 91 22.8 
2001-3000 60 15.0 
More than 3000 59 14.8 
Fathers' job 
Unemployed  127 31.8 
Worker  55 13.8 
Work with salary  91 22.8 
Don’t work & take salary  60 15.0 
Dealer  21 5.3 
Others  46 11.5 
Fathers' education 
Not educated 14 3.5 
Elementary 27 6.8 
Preparatory 52 13.0 
Secondary 135 33.8 
Diploma 30 7.5 
University 106 26.5 
Post graduate 36 9.0 
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The study sample consisted of 400 students (200 male students and 200 female students) 
from the governmental secondary schools from Gaza Strip. Sociodemographic 
characteristics of study participants showed that participants' age ranged between 15 – 18 
years, mean age was 16.672±0.804.AAccording to place of residence,  19.8% of the study 
participants live in North Gaza, 17.8% live in East Gaza, 18.0% West Gaza, 14.3% live in 
middle area, 9.8% live in Khanyounis, 10.3% in East Khanyounis, and  10.3% live in 
Rafah. In addition, 25.3% of them had family members 4 and less, 42.0% had family 
member from 5 to 7, and 32.8% had family members 8 and more. Concerning family 
income, the results showed that 47.5% of the families had monthly income 1200 NIS, 
22.8% had monthly income range from 1201 to 2000 NIS,  15.0%  income from 2001 to 
3000 NIS, 14.8% income more than 3000 NIS. Moreover, 31.8% of the fathers were 
unemployed, 13.8% were workers, 22.8% work with salary, 15.0% don't work (on long 
term strike) and receive salary, 5.3% were dealers, while 11.5% work at other jobs.  
The results also showed that 3.5% of fathers were not educated (did not go to school), 
6.8% had completed elementary school, 13.0% completed preparatory school, 33.8% 
completed secondary school, 7.5% had diploma certificate, 26.5% had bachelor degree, 
and 9.0% postgraduate studies. 
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4.2 Exposure to traumatic events 
4.2.1 Frequency of exposure to traumatic events 
Table (4.2)  Frequency of exposure to traumatic events among study participants  
No Paragraph 
Yes  No.  
No. % No. % 
1 Hearing the death of your a friend or neighbor during the war 318 79.5 82 20.5 
2 Hearing the death of your father or brother or sister or a relative 
during the war 
187 46.8 213 53.3 
3 Hearing the voices of the bombing on different areas of the Gaza 
Strip 
369 92.3 31 7.8 
4 Listening to the sound of drones constantly 345 86.3 55 13.8 
5 witnessing death of a friend  129 32.3 271 67.8 
6 witnessing the death of a father or a brother or sister or a relative  107 26.8 293 73.3 
7 witnessing injuring of your friend by shrapnel or bullets 124 31.0 276 69.0 
8 witnessing injuring of your father or a brother or sister or a 
relative by shrapnel or bullets 
99 24.8 301 75.3 
9 witnessing your home demolished, and destroying  by shelling or 
bulldozers 
123 30.8 277 69.3 
10 witnessing your neighbor's home demolished by shelling or 
bulldozers 
180 45.0 220 55.0 
11 witnessing a father / brother / sister / mother / relative arrested  128 32.0 272 68.0 
12 witnessing a friend arrested  126 31.5 274 68.5 
13 witnessing pictures of wounded and the remains of the martyrs on 
TV 
227 56.8 173 43.3 
14 witnessing high-rise apartment towers and the bombing in front of 
your eyes and flattened 
236 59.0 164 41.0 
15 witnessing assassinations by rockets 190 47.5 210 52.5 
16 Exposure to physical injury as a result of the bombing of your 
home 
120 30.0 280 70.0 
17 Exposure to injury by shrapnel from a bomb or missile, or lead 103 25.8 297 74.3 
18 Exposure to detention at home and deprived of water, food and 
electricity 
127 31.8 273 68.3 
19 Exposure to shoot to intimidation 123 30.8 277 69.3 
20 Destroying of your personal belongings during incursion 108 27.0 292 73.0 
21 Threaten by killing 114 28.5 286 71.5 
22 Threatening to kill a family member 100 25.0 300 75.0 
23 Put you at serious risk to use as a human shield to catch your 
neighbor  
115 28.8 285 71.3 
24 Forced to leave you home with family members due to shelling 134 33.5 266 66.5 
25 Exposure to arrest during invasion 155 38.8 245 61.3 
26 Exposure to inhalation of bad smells due to bombardment 212 53.0 188 47.0 
27 Exposure to threats by telephone to leave the home to bombing 194 48.5 206 51.5 
28 Exposure to the threat to leave the home in the border areas and to 
go to the city center via leaflets from planes 
194 48.5 206 51.5 
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Table (4.2) showed that the most common traumatic events were: 92.3% of study 
participants reported hearing the voices of the bombing on different areas of the GS, 86.3% 
reported listening to the sound of drones constantly, and 79.5% reported hearing the death 
of a friend or neighbor during the war, while the least traumatic events were: 24.8% 
reported witnessing injuring of your father or a brother or sister or a relative by shrapnel or 
bullets, 25% reported threatening to kill a family member, and 25.8% reported exposure to 
injury by shrapnel from a bomb or missile, or lead.   
4.2.2 Severity of traumatic events 
Table (4.3)  Severity of traumatic events among study participants 
Severity of traumatic events No. % 
Mild 52 13.0 
Moderate 159 39.8 
Severe 189 47.3 
Total 400 100.0 
 
Table (4.3) showed that 13% of study participants reported mild traumatic events, 39.8% 
reported moderate traumatic events, and 47.3% reported severe traumatic events.  
 
4.2.3 Differences in traumatic events in relation to selected variables 
Table (4.4)  Differences in traumatic events related to gender 
Gender  N Mean  SD  T P value 
Male  200 12.12 6.06 
1.25 0.200 
Female  200 11.32 6.72 
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Table 4.4 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to gender (t= 1.25, P= 0.200). 
 
Table (4.5)  Differences in traumatic events related to age 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 151.277 3 50.426 
1.232 0.298 Within groups 16207.801 396 40.929 
Total 16359.078 399  
 
Table 4.5 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to age (F= 1.232, P= 0.298). 
Table (4.6)  Differences in traumatic events related to place of residency 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 0.593 6 0.099 
1.915 0.077 Within groups 20.273 393 0.052 
Total 20.866 399   
Table 4.6 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to place of residency (F= 1.915, P= 0.077). 
Table (4.7)  Differences in traumatic events related to family size 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 0.142 2 0.071 
1.362 0.257 Within groups 20.724 397 0.052 
Total 20.866 399   
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Table 4.7 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to family size (F= 1.362, P= 0.257). 
Table (4.8)  Differences in traumatic events related to family monthly income 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 0.314 3 0.105 
2.017 0.111 Within groups 20.552 396 0.052 
Total 20.866 399  
Table 4.8 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to family income (F= 2.017, P= 0.111). 
Table (4.9)  Differences in traumatic events related to fathers' job 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 0.131 5 0.026 
0.497 0.778 Within groups 20.735 394 0.053 
Total 20.866 399  
Table 4.9 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to fathers' job (F= 0.497, P= 0.778). 
Table (4.10)  Differences in traumatic events related to fathers' education 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 0.354 6 0.059 
1.129 0.345 Within groups 20.513 393 0.052 
Total 20.866 399  
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Table 4.10 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in 
experience of trauma related to fathers' education (F= 1.129, P= 0.345). 
4.3 Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 
4.3.1 Level of PTSD 
Table (4.11)  Mean and standard deviation of PTSD among study participants 
Domain N Minimum  Maximum  Mean SD 
Total PTSD 400 17.0 68.0 38.60 11.10 
Intrusion 400 5.0 24.0 12.97 4.10 
Avoidance 400 7.0 29.0 14.39 5.14 
Arousal 400 5.0 23.0 11.24 4.54 
Table (4.11) showed that the mean score of total PTSD was 38.60, and SD was 0.65. This 
result indicated that adolescents in GS have PTSD with moderate degree. Analysis of 
subscales showed that avoidance was the highest with mean score 14.39 and SD was 5.14, 
followed by intrusion with mean score 12.97 and SD was 4.10, and arousal with mean 
score 11.24 and SD was 4.54.  
Table (4.12)  Prevalence of PTSD symptoms 
PTSD No. % 
No PTSD 110 27.5 
One symptom 152 38.0 
Partial PTSD 96 24.0 
Full PTSD 42 10.5 
Total 400 100.0 
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According to DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD of summing of (one re-experiencing, 3 
avoidance, and 2 arousal symptoms). Table 4.13 shows that 110 (27.5%) of study 
participants showed no PTSD, 152 (38.0%) of study participants showed at least one 
criteria of PTSD (B or C or D), 96 (24.0%) showed partial PTSD, and 42 (10.5%) of study 
participants showed full criteria of PTSD. 
4.3.2 Differences in PTSD in relation to selected variables 
Table (4.13)  Differences in PTSD related to gender 
Variable Gender N Mean SD t P value 
Total PTSD 
Male 200 37.75 11.56 
-1.53 0.13 
Female 200 39.45 10.59 
Intrusion 
Male 200 12.36 4.04 
-2.99 0.001* 
Female 200 13.58 4.08 
Avoidance 
Male 200 14.60 5.45 
0.81 0.42 
Female 200 14.18 4.82 
Arousal 
Male 200 10.80 4.53 
-1.99 0.05* 
Female 200 11.70 4.52 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
Table (4.13) showed that girls had more intrusion symptoms than boys (t= 2.99, p= 0.001), 
and more arousal symptoms (t= 1.99, p= 0.05), but there were no significant differences in 
avoidance and total PTSD symptoms between boys and girls. 
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Table (4.14) Differences in PTSD related to age 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 326.131 3 108.710 
0.881 0.451 Within groups 48861.869 396 123.389 
Total 49188.000 399  
Intrusion 
Between groups 11.545 3 3.848 
0.228 0.877 Within groups 6693.033 396 16.902 
Total 6704.578 399  
Avoidance 
Between groups 141.210 3 47.070 
1.789 0.149 Within groups 10419.727 396 26.312 
Total 10560.938 399  
Arousal 
Between groups 49.452 3 16.484 
0.797 0.496 Within groups 8188.538 396 20.678 
Total 8237.990 399  
Table 4.14 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in total PTSD (F= 
0.881, p= 0.451), intrusion (F= 0.228, p= 0.877), avoidance (F= 1.789, p= 0.149), and 
arousal (F= 0.797, p= 0.496) related to age of study participants.   
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Table (4.15) Differences in PTSD related to place of residency 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 
1107.921 6 184.653 
1.509 0.174 Within groups 
48080.08 393 122.341 
Total 
49188.00 399 
 
Intrusion 
Between groups 
170.743 6 28.457 
1.712 0.117 Within groups 
6533.834 393 16.626 
Total 
6704.578 399 
 
Avoidance 
Between groups 
127.103 6 21.184 
0.798 0.572 Within groups 
10433.83 393 26.549 
Total 
10560.94 399 
 
Arousal 
Between groups 
298.750 6 49.792 
2.465 0.024 * Within groups 
7939.240 393 20.202 
Total 
8237.990 399 
 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
Table 4.15 showed that there were statistically no significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in total 
PTSD (F= 1.509, p= 0.174), intrusion symptoms (F= 1.712, p= 0.117), and avoidance 
symptoms (F= 0.798, 0.572), but differences were significant in arousal symptoms (F= 
2.465, p= 0.024). Post hoc LSD indicated that arousal symptoms were higher among 
participants from North Gaza.  
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Table (4.16)  Differences in PTSD related to family size 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 169.130 2 84.565 
0.685 0.505 Within groups 49018.87 397 123.473 
Total 49188.00 399  
Intrusion 
Between groups 2.350 2 1.175 
0.070 0.933 Within groups 6702.228 397 16.882 
Total 6704.578 399  
Avoidance 
Between groups 20.576 2 10.288 
0.387 0.679 Within groups 10540.36 397 26.550 
Total 10560.94 399  
Arousal 
Between groups 70.469 2 35.325 
1.717 0.181 Within groups 8167.341 397 20.573 
Total 8237.990 399  
 
Table 4.16  showed that there were statistically no significant differences in total PTSD 
(F= 0.685, p= 0.505), intrusion symptoms (F= 0.070, p= 0.933), avoidance symptoms (F= 
0.387, p= 0.679), and arousal symptoms (F= 1.717, p= 0.181) related to family size. 
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Table (4.17)  Differences in PTSD related to family monthly income 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 
170.555 3 56.852 
0.459 0.711 Within groups 
49017.45 396 123.781 
Total 
49188.00 399 
 
Intrusion 
Between groups 
38.009 3 12.670 
0.753 0.521 Within groups 
6666.568 396 16.835 
Total 
6704.578 399 
 
Avoidance 
Between groups 
26.825 3 8.942 
0.336 0.799 Within groups 
10534.11 396 26.601 
Total 
10560.94 399 
 
Arousal 
Between groups 
22.692 3 7.564 
0.365 0.779 Within groups 
8215.298 396 20.746 
Total 
8237.990 399 
 
 
Table 4.17  showed that there were statistically no significant differences in total PTSD 
(F= 0.459, p= 0.711), intrusion symptoms (F= 0.753, p= 0.521), avoidance symptoms (F= 
0.336, p= 0.799), and arousal symptoms (F= 0.365, p= 0.779) related to monthly income. 
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Table (4.18)  Differences in PTSD related to fathers' job 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 945.147 5 189.029 
1.544 0.175 Within groups 48242.85 394 122.444 
Total 49188.00 399  
Intrusion 
Between groups 113.670 5 22.734 
1.359 0.239 Within groups 6590.908 394 16.728 
Total 6704.578 399  
Avoidance 
Between groups 295.583 5 59.117 
2.269 0.047 * Within groups 10265.35 394 26.054 
Total 10560.94 399  
Arousal 
Between groups 48.294 5 9.659 
0.465 0.803 Within groups 8189.696 394 20.786 
Total 8237.990 399  
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
Table 4.18 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in total 
PTSD (F= 1.544, p= 0.175), intrusion symptoms (F= 1.359, p= 0.239), and arousal 
symptoms (F= 0.465, 0.803), related to fathers' job but differences were significant in 
avoidance symptoms (F= 2.469, p= 0.047). Post hoc LSD indicated that avoidance 
symptoms were higher among participants whose their fathers were dealers. 
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Table (4.19)  Differences in PTSD related to fathers' education 
Variable 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of 
squares 
DF 
Mean 
square 
F P value 
Total PTSD 
Between groups 520.346 6 86.724 
0.700 0.650 Within groups 48667.65 393 123.836 
Total 49188.00 399  
Intrusion 
Between groups 59.334 6 9.889 
0.585 0.742 Within groups 6645.244 393 16.909 
Total 6704.578 399  
Avoidance 
Between groups 97.578 6 16.293 
0.612 0.721 Within groups 10463.18 393 26.624 
Total 10560.94 399  
Arousal 
Between groups 94.717 6 15.786 
0.762 0.600 Within groups 8143.273 393 20.721 
Total 8237.990 399  
 
Table 4.19 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at α ≤ 0.05 in total 
PTSD (F= 0.700, p= 0.650), intrusion (F= 0.585, p= 0.742), avoidance (F= 0.612, 0.721), 
and arousal (F= 0.762, p= 0.600) related to fathers' level of education. 
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4.4 Resilience 
4.4.1 Level of resilience 
Table (4.20)  Mean and standard deviation of resilience among study participants 
Resilience domains 
N No. 
of 
items 
Mean  SD 
Personal skills 400 5 13.893 3.879 
Peer component 400 2 5.535 2.199 
Social skills 400 4 10.572 3.350 
Physical relationship with caregiver 400 2 5.410 2.211 
Psychological relationship with caregiver 400 5 15.815 3.589 
Spiritual beliefs  400 3 9.367 2.489 
Culture  400 5 15.470 4.041 
Education 400 2 4.417 1.719 
Total resilience 400 28 80.480 15.473 
 
Table (4.20) showed that the mean score of total resilience among study participants was 
80.480, (SD= 15.473), personal skills mean score was 13.893 (SD= 3.879), peer 
component mean score was 5.535 (SD= 2.199), social skills mean score was 10.572 (SD= 
3.350), physical relationship with care giver mean score was 5.410 (SD= 2.211), 
psychological relationship with care giver mean score was 15.815 (SD= 3.589), spiritual 
beliefs mean score was 9.367 (SD= 2.489), culture mean score was 15.470 (SD= 4.041), 
education mean score was 4.417 (SD= 1.719). These results indicated that adolescents in 
GS have above moderate level of resilience. 
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4.4.2 Differences in resilience related to selected variables 
Table (4.21)  Differences in resilience related to gender 
Gender   N Mean SD T Sig 
Male 200 80.025 17.630 
-0.588 0.557 
Female 200 80.935 12.993 
Table 4.21 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to gender of participants (t= 0.588, p= 0.557). 
Table (4.22) Differences in resilience related to age 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 897.843 3 299.281 
1.252 0.290 Within groups 94638.00 396 238.985 
Total 95535.84 399  
Table 4.22 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to age of participants (F= 1.252, p= 0.290). 
Table (4.23)  Differences in resilience related to place of residence  
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares DF Mean square F Sig level 
Between groups 3039.862 6 506.644 
2.153 0.047 * Within groups 92495.98 393 235.359 
Total 95535.84 399  
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
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Table 4.23 showed that there were statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to place of residency (F= 2.153, p= 0.047). To detect these differences, 
Fisher's Least Significant Degree (LSD) test was performed and found that the study 
participants from Khanyounis and Rafah had higher resilience compared to other 
governorates. 
Table (4.24)  Differences in resilience related to family size 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F Sig level 
Between groups 769.766 2 384.883 
1.612 0.201 Within groups 94766.07 397 238.705 
Total 95535.84 399  
 
Table 4.24 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to family size (F= 1.612, p= 0.201). 
Table (4.25): Differences in resilience related to family monthly income 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Sig level 
Between groups 35.221 3 11.740 
0.049 0.986 Within groups 95500.62 396 241.163 
Total 95535.84 399  
 
Table 4.25 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to monthly income (F= 0.049, p= 0.986). 
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Table (4.26)  Differences in resilience related to fathers' job 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F Sig level 
Between groups 1469.856 5 293.971 
1.231 0.294 Within groups 94065.98 394 238.746 
Total 95535.84 399  
Table 4.26 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to fathers' job (F= 1.231, p= 0.294). 
Table (4.27)  Differences in resilience related to fathers' education 
Source of 
variation 
Sum of squares DF Mean square F Sig level 
Between groups 1493.001 6 248.834 
1.040 0.399 Within groups 94042.84 393 239.295 
Total 95535.84 399  
Table 4.27 showed that there were no statistical significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05 ) in 
resilience related to fathers' job (F= 1.231, p= 0.294). 
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4.5 Post traumatic growth (PTG) 
4.5.1 Level of PTG 
Table (4.28): Participants response on PTG scale 
No. Item 
0 
(%) 
1 
(%) 
2 
(%) 
3 
(%) 
4 
(%) 
Mean  SD 
1 My aims in life changed in comparison with before the war  21.0 20.0 26.8 19.8 12.5 1.82 1.30 
2 I appreciate the value of my life more 15.5 17.0 27.5 23.5 16.5 2.08 1.29 
3 I developed new interests. 15.3 23.8 27.3 19.3 14.5 1.94 1.27 
4 I have more self-confidence. 12.3 16.3 24.0 22.8 24.8 2.31 1.33 
5 I understand spiritual matters better 9.5 17.3 17.5 27.0 28.8 2.48 1.32 
6 
I know that I can count more on people when I am in 
trouble. 
12.8 19.0 21.3 25.0 22.0 2.24 1.33 
7 I established a new path for my life. 15.5 19.8 21.8 22.3 20.8 2.13 1.36 
8 I feel closer to others. 8.8 12.5 24.8 30.0 24.0 2.48 1.22 
9 I am more willing to express my feelings. 18.8 14.5 27.3 20.3 19.3 2.06 1.36 
10 I know that I can deal with problems better. 19.5 18.3 25.5 21.3 15.5 1.95 1.34 
11 I can do more good with my life. 17.3 18.5 24.5 20.8 19.0 2.05 1.35 
12 I accept better the way things turn out. 12.5 9.3 19.8 26.5 32.0 2.56 1.35 
13 I can appreciate each new day more. 9.5 12.8 15.5 29.3 33.0 2.63 1.31 
14 
I have new opportunities which would not have been 
available otherwise. 
14.8 12.5 29.8 26.3 16.8 2.17 1.27 
15 I have more compassion for others. 20.3 17.8 27.3 22.0 12.8 1.89 1.30 
16 I try to have the best relationships to others. 12.3 15.8 21.5 22.0 28.5 2.38 1.36 
17 I try to change things which need changing. 5.8 15.8 24.3 25.8 28.5 2.55 1.21 
18 I believe more strongly in God. 8.0 13.0 13.5 25.0 40.5 2.77 1.31 
19 I discovered that I'm stronger than I thought I was. 38.8 26.3 18.8 7.3 9.0 1.21 1.27 
20 I learned a lot about how wonderful people are. 16.3 18.0 24.8 21.5 19.5 2.10 1.34 
21 I accept more that I need other people. 13.5 20.0 25.8 21.5 19.3 2.13 1.30 
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Table 4.28 showed the adolescents' responses on PTGI. The obtained results indicated that 
the highest score was in the item "I believe more strongly in God" with mean score 2.77 
and SD 1.31, which reflects that religious believe and trust in God will strengthen the 
individual and enable him to continue his life and confront the challenges that may face his 
way. The second score was in the item  "I can appreciate each new day more" with mean 
score 2.63 and SD 1.31, which reflected that adolescents were optimistic in their future and 
that tomorrow will be better than today. The third score was in the item "I accept better the 
way things turn out" with mean score 2.56 and SD 1.35, which reflects acceptance of the 
hard circumstances and acting through these circumstances which is a challenge for their 
success in life. The fourth score was in the item "I try to change things which need 
changing" with mean score 2.55 and SD 1.21, which reflects the individual's will to change 
and adapt to the hard circumstances they live in. 
 
Table (4.29) Mean and standard deviation of post traumatic growth  
Posttraumatic  growth 
domains 
N No. of items Mean SD 
Appreciation of life 400 3 6.547 2.792 
Spiritual change 400 2 5.252 2.244 
Personal strength 400 4 8.042 3.276 
Relating to others 400 7 15.302 5.782 
New possibilities 400 5 10.860 4.262 
Total score 400 21 46.005 15.323 
Table (4.29) showed that the mean score of total posttraumatic growth among study 
participants was 46.005 (SD= 15.323), appreciation of life mean score 6.547 (SD= 2.792),  
spiritual change mean score 5.252 (SD= 2.244), personal strength mean score 8.042 (SD= 
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3.276), relating to others mean score 15.302 (SD= 5.782), and new possibilities mean score 
10.860 (SD= 4.262).   
4.5.2 Differences in PTG related to selected variables 
Table (4.30)  Differences in PTG related to gender 
Gender N Mean SD T Sig 
Male 200 45.42 15.66 
-0.757 0.450 
Female 200 46.58 14.99 
Table 4.30 showed that there were no significant differences α ≤ 0.05 in PTG between 
male and female students (t= 0.757, p= 0.450). 
Table (4.31)  Differences in PTG related to age 
Source of variation Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F P value 
Between groups 2662.629 3 887.543 
3.861 0.010 Within groups 91027.36 396 229.867 
Total 93689.99 399  
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
Table 4.31 showed that there were statistically significant differences in PTG related to age 
of participants (F= 3.861, p= 0.010). To detect these differences, Post hoc LSD was performed  
which showed that participants from age 18 years  had lower PTG than  those aged 15 – 16 years 
old. 
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Table (4.32)  Differences in PTG related to place of residency 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 2808.874 6 468.146 
2.024 0.061 Within groups 90881.12 393 231.250 
Total 93689.99 399  
Table 4.32 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in PTG related to 
place of residency (F= 2.024, p= 0.061). 
Table (4.33)  Differences in PTG related to family size 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 38.822 2 19.411 
0.082 0.921 Within groups 93651.17 397 235.897 
Total 93689.99 399  
Table 4.33 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in PTG related to 
family size (F= 0.082, p= 0.921). 
Table (4.34)  Differences in PTG related to family monthly income 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 375.509 3 125.170 
0.531 0.661 Within groups 93314.48 396 235.643 
Total 93689.99 399  
Table 4.34 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in PTG related to 
family income (F= 0.531, p= 0.661). 
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Table (4.35)  Differences in PTG related to fathers' job 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 2134.341 5 426.868 
1.837 0.105 Within groups 91555.65 394 232.375 
Total 93689.99 399  
Table 4.35 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in PTG related to 
fathers' job (F= 1.837, p= 0.105). 
Table (4.36)  Differences in PTG related to fathers' education 
Source of variation Sum of squares DF Mean square F P value 
Between groups 648.128 6 108.021 
0.456 0.840 Within groups 93041.86 393 236.748 
Total 93689.99 399  
Table 4.37 showed that there were statistically no significant differences in PTG related to 
fathers' education (F= 0.456, p= 0.840). 
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4.6 Relationship between traumatic events and PTSD, resilience, and PTG 
To examine the relationship between traumatic events and PTSD, resilience, and PTG, the 
researcher performed Pearson correlation test as shown below. 
Table (4.37)  Relationship between traumatic events & PTSD, resilience, and PTG 
(Pearson Correlation test) 
Variable  
Traumatic 
events 
PTSD Resilience PTG 
Traumatic 
events 
R 1.00 0.276 -0.167 -0.187 
P value -- 0.000 * 0.001 * 0.000 * 
PTSD 
R  1.00 -0.308 0. 005 
P value  -- 0.000 * 0.927// 
Resilience 
R   1.00 0.259 
P value   -- 0.000 * 
PTG 
R    1.00 
P value    -- 
R= correlation coefficient     * statistically significant at 05.0    // = not significant 
Table (4.37) showed that there was statistically significant relationship at α ≤ 0.05 between 
traumatic events and PTSD (r= 0.276, P value = 0.000), resilience (r= 0.167, P value= 
0.001), and PTG (r= 0.187, P value= 0.000). The results also showed that there was 
statistically significant negative relationship at α ≤ 0.05 between PTSD and resilience (r= 
0.-308, P value= 0.000), but the relationship was insignificant between PTSD and PTG (r= 
0.005, P value= 0.927), and there was significant relationship between resilience and PTG 
(r= 0.259, P value= 0.000). 
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4.7 Discussion 
This chapter presents discussion of the study results. The findings are discussed and 
compared with previous studies and literature. The chapter also presents recommendations 
that will highlight the way for future studies and decisions to act toward reducing the 
negative impact of trauma and put strategies for reinforcing the positive outcomes of 
traumatic experiences. 
Frequent wars and the siege imposed against GS for more than 10 years exposed the 
people of GS to variant types of traumas that affect their mental well-being due to the 
aftermath consequences of these traumatic experiences. This study was conducted two 
years after the last war against GS which lasted for 51 days during the summer in 2014. 
This war was the most aggressive one with more than 2000 persons killed and more than 
15000 injured, besides demolishing and bombing of thousands of houses and mass 
destruction of infrastructure facilities. This study aimed to identify the degree of exposure 
to traumatic events, level of PTSD, resilience, and PTG among adolescents in GS. The 
sample of the study consisted of 400 adolescents from the governmental secondary schools 
(200 males and 200 females) in GS. Their age ranged between 15 – 18 years old.  
4.7.1 Traumatic events 
The results of the study showed that the most frequent traumatic events reported by study 
participants included hearing the sounds of the bombing on different areas of the GS, 
listening to the sound of drones constantly, and hearing the death of a friend or neighbor 
during the war, witnessing high-rise apartment towers bombing and flattened, and 
witnessing pictures of wounded and the martyrs on TV.  Similar results found by Altawil et 
al., (2008)  which found that that the most prevalent types of trauma exposure were as 
follows: 99% of them had suffered humiliation, 97% had been exposed to the sound of 
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explosions/bombs, 85% had witnessed a martyr’s funeral and 84% had witnessed shelling 
by tanks, artillery, or military planes. In addition, Thabet et al., (2014) study in GS found 
that 97% of youth had heard the sound of bombs and explosions and 84% had witnessed 
shelling from tanks, artillery, or military planes, and 73% of kids have also personally 
witnessed political violence. Another study carried out in GS among children aged 10 – 19 
years old reported that 94.6% of study participants had witnessed funerals, 83.2% 
witnessed shooting, 66.9% saw injured or dead who were not relatives, and 61.6% saw 
family members injured or killed (Quota and El Sarraj, 2004). Furthermore, the study of 
Abu Sultan (2012) found that watching mutilated bodies on TV was the highest prevailing 
traumatic experience (92.73%). Thabet et al (2014) study that showed that the traumatic 
experiences reported by the adolescents in order were: 90.8% watched mutilated bodies on 
TV, 88.5% heard shelling of the area by heavy artillery, 86.6% saw the signs of shelling on 
the ground, and 86.0% heard the sonic sounds of the jetfighters. Previous study by Thabet 
et al., (2009) found that the most common reported traumatic events reported by 
Palestinians were watching mutilated bodies and wounded people on TV (97.1%), hearing 
the sonic sounds of the jetfighters (94.7%), and witnessing the signs of shelling on the 
ground (93.2%). 
In addition, the results indicated that 13% of adolescents reported mild traumatic events, 
39.8% reported moderate traumatic events, and 47.3% reported severe traumatic events. 
This result indicated that the majority of adolescents experienced moderate and severe 
traumas, which revealed the hard situation during the war and the frequent exposure to 
many traumatic events. Our results agreed with the study carried out by Al Ibwwaini 
(2015) which found that 10.6% of adolescents in GS reported mild traumatic events, 40.9% 
reported moderate traumatic events, and 48.5% reported severe traumatic events. 
Moreover, Thabet et al., (2014) found that Palestinian children reported from 2 - 30 
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traumatic events with a mean of total 13.3 traumatic events. In addition, Altawil et al., 
(2008) reported that every Palestinian child had been exposed to at least three traumatic 
events between 2000 - 2005.  In addition, Khamis (2005) study indicated that 54.7% of 
Palestinian children aged 12-16 years experienced at least one lifetime trauma. Also a 
study conducted by Arafat and Boothby (2003) found that 48% of children had 
experienced or witnessed political violence, and 93% reported feeling unsafe and 
vulnerable to attack.  
The results of our study also indicated that there were no significant differences in 
traumatic experience related to sociodemographic variables including gender, age, place of 
residency, family size, family income, fathers' job and fathers' level of education. These 
results revealed that adolescents in GS experience similar traumatic events regardless of 
sociodemographic factors. The researcher believes that these results are logic because GS 
is a small geographic area without major gaps in living conditions, and all the inhabitants 
of the strip were exposed to the same hard situation during the war.  
Our results were consistent with the results obtained by Al Ibwwaini study (2015) which 
found that there were no statistically significant differences in traumatic experiences 
related to age, place of residence, family monthly income, and number of siblings. Also, 
the study carried out by Ghannam (2012) showed no relationship between trauma 
experience and demographic variables as gender, age, and place of residence. On the other 
hand, different results were obtained by Thabet et al., (2014) which found that there were 
significant differences in traumatic events between boys and girls due to Gaza War in favor 
of boys, and the study of Bodvarsdottir and Elklit (2007) found higher rate of exposure to 
traumatic events in boys compared to girls. In addition, Al Ibwwaini study (2015) found 
that boys reported more severe traumatic events than girls.       
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4.7.2 Posttraumatic stress disorder 
Exposure to traumas leads to aftermath symptoms of PTSD manifested with difficulty in 
sleeping, detached behavior, depression, substance abuse and problems of memory and 
cognition. Adolescents living in GS had witnessed continuous conflicts including violence 
and wars in the recent years, and the majority of them were affected by these conflicts in 
different ways; either by loss of family member or relatives, sustained an injury, loss of 
housing due to bombing by air raids, and the hardest times were during the 51 days war, in 
which all the Gaza people felt unsafe and were in danger.  
The results of our study  showed that the mean score of total PTSD was 38.6, which 
reflected that adolescents have moderate level of PTSD. Moreover, 27.5% of adolescents 
showed no PTSD symptoms, 38.0% showed at least one criteria of PTSD (B or C or D), 
24.0% showed partial PTSD, and 10.5% showed full criteria of PTSD. 
A study carried out by Al Ibwwaini study (2015) showed that 20.1% of the sample showed 
no PTSD symptoms, 31.1% showed at least one criteria of PTSD, 29.7% showed partial 
PTSD, and 19.1% showed full criteria of PTSD. Another study carried out among 
adolescent refugees in GS found that 52.6% of study participants had moderate PTSD and 
23.9% had severe PTSD symptoms (Thabet et al., 2004). Earlier study conducted in GS 
found that 59.3% of children who have their homes demolished had symptoms of PTSD 
(Thabet et al., 2002). Furthermore, a study carried out in GS by Quota, (2003) found that 
54% of study participants reported PTSD reactions, 33.5% reported moderate reactions, 
and 11% reported mild reactions. Furthermore, a study examined the prevalence of PTSD 
among Palestinian children aged 10 – 19 years, living under severe conditions indicated 
that 32.7% of the children developed acute PTSD symptoms that need psychological 
intervention, while 49.2% suffered from moderate level of PTSD symptoms (Quota and El 
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Sarraj, 2004). Another study carried out in GS found that 19.59% of martyrs' wives have 
mild symptoms, 55.27% have moderate symptoms and 22.61% have severe symptoms (Al-
Rekeb, 2011). In addition, a study examined the impact of conflict on Palestinian children 
during the period September 2000 – October 2003, found that 33% had acute levels of 
PTSD, 49% had moderate levels and 15.6% had low levels of PTSD. In hot areas, 55% of 
the children have acute levels of PTSD, 35% moderate levels, and 9% low levels (Qouta, 
2005). Earlier study by Afana et al., (2002) found that the overall prevalence of PTSD 
symptoms was 29%. Furthermore, Thabet et al., (2014) showed that 11.8% of adolescents 
reported no PTSD, 24.2% reported less than two criteria of symptoms, and 34.31% 
reported symptoms of partial PTSD, while 29.8% reported symptoms meeting criteria for 
full PTSD. In addition, Abdeen et al., (2008) found that 35% in the WB and 36% GS 
reported symptoms of PTSD. Also, the study conducted by Khamis (2005) showed that 
34.1% of Palestinians were diagnosed as having PTSD symptoms. 
Analysis of PTSD symptoms in relation to sociodemographic variables showed that girls 
had higher symptoms of intrusion and arousal, but there were no differences in avoidance 
symptoms and total PTSD between boys and girls. The results also showed no significant 
differences in PTSD symptoms related to age, also, there were no significant differences in 
total PTSD, intrusion and avoidance symptoms related to place of residency, but 
adolescents from North Gaza showed higher arousal symptoms. In addition, there were no 
significant differences in PTSD related to family size, family income, fathers' job and 
fathers' level of education. The researcher attributed these results to the fact that all the 
people in GS were exposed to same dangers during the war regardless of their 
sociodemographic variables, and all the people live the same hard circumstances as a result 
of long-term blockade of the strip with long hours without electricity, high rates of 
inflation and poverty, and closure of border crossings and inability to free travelling. 
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Our results were consistent with the results obtained by Al Ibwwaini study (2015), which 
found that there were no statistically significant differences in total PTSD scores and all 
subscales related to gender, age, family monthly income, and number of siblings. Also, 
Thabet et al., (2015) study showed no statistically significant differences between boys and 
girls in PTSD symptoms.  
In contrast, different results were obtained by Bleich et al., study (2003) which found a 
higher rates of PTSD among women compared to men. Also, Punamaki et al., (2005) 
found a higher PTSD rates among men than women. Our results also were inconsistent 
with de Jong et al., study (2001) which showed that women had higher rates of PTSD.   
4.7.3 Resilience 
Resilience concerns with adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, and 
threats. The results of this study indicated that adolescents have good adaptation to the 
hard circumstances that they live in, which was reflected in their response on resilience 
questionnaire, which showed that adolescents have above moderate level of resilience (m= 
80.480). Our results were consistent with Al Ibwwaini study (2015) which showed that the 
mean score of total resilience was 82.15. In addition Al-Halag study (2011) found that 
resilience among children was high. Another study conducted by Shagora (2012) reported 
high level of total resilience among university students in GS. Moreover, and boys had 
higher resilience compared to girls, but there were no significant differences in level of 
resilience related to family members, family income, and parents' level of education  
Dokhan and Al Hajar (2005) found that resilience level was 77.3% among university 
students in GS, and Hejazi and Abu Ghali (2008) found that resilience level was 70%. 
The results also showed that there were no significant differences in level of resilience 
related to gender, age, family size, family monthly, fathers' job, and fathers' level of 
education, but for place of residency, adolescents from Khanyounis and Rafah had higher 
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level of resilience compared to other areas. The study conducted by Sarwar et al., (2010) 
found that boys had higher levels of resilience than girls. Also, Al Ibwwaini study (2015) 
found no significant differences in total resilience related to gender, age, place of 
residency, family size, and family income, but differences existed in some subscales.  
In addition, Thabet and Abadsa study (2013) found that boys had higher resilience levels 
than girls, and people living in North Gaza had lower resilience than people living in Gaza 
and Khanyounis. Also, El-Sarraj et al., (2011) study found that boys had higher resilience 
levels than girls, but Ghannam study (2012) showed that there were no significant 
differences in total resilience and subscales related to gender, age, and place of residency, 
while there were significant differences related to family size.  Also, Punama (2011) study 
found no significant differences in resilience according to place of residency.    
4.7.4 Posttraumatic growth 
Departing from a deprivation approach to the study of trauma, a small body of literature 
has recently emerged that examines positive, rather than negative, post-trauma changes 
(Shakespeare-Finch et al., 2003). PTG does not occur as a direct result of trauma, but it is 
the individual's struggle with the new reality in the aftermath of trauma that determines the 
extent to which PTG occurs, and that depends mainly on personality characteristics.  
The results of our study indicated positive changes among study participants evidenced by 
moderate level of PTG with mean score 46.005 (SD= 15.323), appreciation of life mean 
score 6.547 (SD= 2.792), spiritual change mean score 5.252 (SD= 2.244), personal 
strength mean score 8.042 (SD= 3.276), relating to others mean score 15.302 (SD= 5.782), 
and new possibilities mean score 10.860 (SD= 4.262). 
The study conducted by Shakespeare-Finch et al., (2003) reflected that the experience of 
occupational trauma can act as a catalyst for significant positive post-trauma changes. 
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Another study reported that at one year following the earthquake, prevalence rate for 
posttraumatic growth was 56.8% (Xu and Liao, 2011).  
In addition, our results indicated no significant differences in levels of resilience related to 
gender, place of residency, family size, family income, fathers' job, and fathers' level of 
education, but adolescents aged 15 – 16 years had higher level of resilience. Comparing 
our results with previous studies reflected variation in some results. The study carried out 
by Kimhi et al., (2010) found that females reported lower levels of PTG compared to 
males. Another study conducted by Thabet et al., (2015) found no gender differences in 
PTG among nurses in GS, but nurses with high income  reported higher PTG especially in 
relating to others. Another study conducted by Xu and Liao (2011) found that prevalence 
rate for PTG was 51.1%, and that predictors of PTG were being female, younger age, 
higher level of education. 
4.7.5 Relationship between traumatic experience, PTSD, resilience, and PTG 
Exposure to trauma is associated with PTSD and other emotional disorders. The results of 
our study showed that there was statistically significant relationship between traumatic 
events and PTSD, resilience, and PTG. Also there was statistically significant relationship 
between PTSD and resilience, but the relationship was insignificant between PTSD and PTG. 
Also, there was statistically significant relationship between resilience and PTG. 
Previous studies reported different results concerning the association between exposure to 
traumatic events and individual reaction to the event. Comparing our results with other 
studies revealed variant results.  
A study conducted in GS found that 31.1% of adolescents showed at least showed at least 
one criteria of PTSD, 29.7% showed partial PTSD, and 19.1% showed full criteria of 
PTSD (Al ibwwaini, 2015).   
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A study was conducted in the GS, in areas under ongoing shelling and other acts of 
military violence, found that both children and parents reported a high number of 
experienced traumatic events, and high rates of PTSD, and trauma exposure was 
significantly associated with total and subscales PTSD scores. In contrast, trauma exposure 
was significantly associated with PTSD intrusion symptoms in parents (Thabet et al., 
2008). Another study carried out in Sri Lanka indicated a curvilinear relationship between 
peri-traumatic dissociation and PTG and between posttraumatic stress symptoms and PTG 
among university students who had experienced a traumatic life event (McCaslin et al., 
2009). Furthermore, Karunakara et al., (2004) reported that witnessing of traumatic events 
significantly predicted PTSD. Another longitudinal study conducted among Israelis 
reported that growth was a response to distress, and that initial elevated PTSD in 2003 
predicted subsequent elevated PTG in 2008, in addition, individuals with PTSD had higher 
PTG levels across times than resilient individuals who did not endorse PTSD symptoms 
(Dekel et al., 2012). Another study showed that trauma increased PTSD and growth levels, 
whereas resilience was associated positively with growth and negatively with PTSD 
(Bensimon, 2012). In addition, Duan et al., (2015) indicated that trauma was positively and 
significantly correlated with PTSD, trait resilience was positively associated with virtues 
and PTG; The relationship between trait resilience and PTG was moderated by PTSD type 
(non-PTSD group vs. PTSD group). Also, Jin et al., (2014) found a positive association 
between PTG and PTSD. Another study carried out in GS found a significant relationship 
between traumatic events and PTSD as well as between traumatic events and PTG (Thabet et 
al., 2015). Furthermore, another study conducted in GS reported that 12.5% of study 
participants evaluated their life as good, and 27.1% said they enjoy their life, and that 
Palestinians used religious ways of coping with the stress and trauma, and 98% said God is 
helping all the time, they were proud of their achievements, and had strong sense of 
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purpose in their life. There were statistically significant positive relationship between stress 
due to the siege and closure and traumatic events, psychological symptoms, depression, 
somatization, and anxiety. However, there was statistically significant negative relationship 
between total score of stress and the total resilience factor and subscales, and quality of life 
(Thabet and Thabet, 2015). 
In contrary, other studies found nonsignificant relationship between PTSD and PTG in an 
Australian sample of adults (Shakespeare-Finch and Dassel, 2009). Another study carried 
out in the aftermath of the political violence in Peru between 1980–2000, found that 
resilience did not contribute to the overall variance of post-traumatic stress related 
symptoms (Suarez, 2013). 
People who experience traumatic events often have symptoms and problems in the 
aftermath, but seriousness and severity of symptoms and problems depend on many 
personal and social factors. In our study, analysis of personal and social factors that may 
contribute to prevalence of traumatic events, PTSD, resilience, and PTG reflected that 
some factors affected these variables in different ways. The results of our study showed no 
significant differences  in exposure to traumatic events and prevalence of PTSD related to 
gender, class, type of residency, place of residency, family size, monthly income, fathers' 
and mothers' job, fathers' and mothers' level of education. The results also showed no 
significant differences  in levels of resilience related to gender, class, type of residency, 
family size, family income, fathers' and mothers' job, and fathers' and mothers' education, 
but differences were statistically significant in place of residency (participants from East 
Khanyounis had significant higher resilience). In addition, there were no significant 
differences in prevalence of PTG related to gender, type of residency, place of residency, 
family size, family income, fathers' and mothers' job, and fathers' education, while 
significant differences existed in relation to class (students from the 12
th
 class had 
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significant lower PTG), and mothers' education (students of mothers who had university 
and postgraduate education had lower levels of PTG). Generally, our results revealed that 
personal and social factors have similar effects on prevalence of traumatic events, PTSD, 
resilience levels, and PTG. These results could be attributed to fact that there are no major 
variations in sociodemographic factors between different areas of GS which is a very small 
area, and people of GS share approximately similar culture, live in similar hard 
circumstances, exposed to wars, destruction of infrastructure, bombing and house 
demolishing, and these conditions would make all the people suffer in all parts of the Strip. 
Comparing of our results with previous studies reflected variations in the impact of 
sociodemographic factors. A study conducted by Karunakara et al., (2004) showed that 
sex, age, education and occupation were significantly associated with the development of 
PTSD symptoms. Shakespeare-Finch and Dassel, (2009) reported that 9.3% of their sample 
presented with PTSD which was predicted by past exposure to violence, current life stress, 
age, and schooling. In addition, Thabet et al., (2015) reported a range of traumatic events, 
and both PTSD and PTG scores were associated with community rather than work-related 
traumas. Another study investigated the stressors in GS due to siege and wars that may 
contribute to psychological symptoms, quality of life, and resilience, found several stress 
factors including feelings of being living in a big prison, cannot finish some construction 
and repair work in their house due to shortage of cement and building materials, prices 
were sharply increased. Also, males had significantly experienced severe traumatic events 
than females, people live in cities reported more traumatic events than those live in a 
village or a camp, females had higher level of quality of life. This study reflected that siege 
and blockade was very stressful and had negative influence on families (Thabet and 
Thabet, 2015).   
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4.8 Conclusion 
This study was conducted two years after the last 51-days war against Gaza Strip on July – 
August 2014. The study focused on adolescents from secondary schools in the strip. The 
study included 400 school students (200 males and 200 females). This study was the first 
one that included 4 variables (traumatic experiences, PTSD, resilience, and PTG), and the 
study examined the relationship between these variables.  
The results reflected that adolescents experienced a variety of traumatic events, and have 
moderate to severe PTSD symptoms. In addition, the level of resilience and PTG was 
above moderate. The study concluded that people who go through traumatic experiences 
often have symptoms and problems afterward. How serious the symptoms and problems 
are depends on many things including a person's life experiences before the trauma, natural 
ability to cope with stress, how serious the trauma was, and what kind of help and support 
a person gets from family, friends, and professionals after the trauma.  
Although individuals may feel overwhelmed by their traumatic experiences, it is important 
to remember that there are other positive aspects of life. There are helpful mental health 
resources that will help those people come-back again and have hopes for the future. 
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4.9 Recommendations 
In the light of study results, the researcher recommends the following: 
- The need for extensive community mental health centers to improve the people 
awareness about the nature and effects of traumatic experiences, and increase 
understanding of adaptive coping strategies to overcome its negative impact on 
individuals. 
- The need to provide protective and therapeutic interventions for adolescents 
exposed traumatic events. 
- Use the media resources to encourage victims of psychological trauma to get 
assistance and support from mental health counselors and professionals. 
-  The need for establishing mental health programs and interventions in the schools 
to deal with psychological and emotional problems among students. 
- The need to include psychoeducation in the school curriculum to enable students 
acquire knowledge about trauma and skills about spiritual and coping mechanisms. 
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 بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم
 :الفاضمة أخي الفاضل / أختي
 وبركاته الله ورحمة عميكم السلام
بيي نيد ييد سميياييتب اصاتيراايي يبرايياي يييتا اييت ريييتييايدهييتميب  ري اييايت ييايتاييد ي ييي يييت يير ي
يعل ييي لاه يب نيييت رضييلتتيه ييي ادت يتسليتنيسربيتايب ديييادت ،يييترتص يييصفا  يتييصتتيييصفاا.
 ت ييفيراييريتييتاييتباصاتيبديسلياييادم،يتييفييي لييميدصييخيتيتت ييديي ابيياتيراط يي ي ر يي ييتاييت اب يعليي ي
تيسنيي ابتكييت بريعنيرد كيييدراا،يستايدنيييت لتتاتيييتايا تمي ت اايات يتاتردميلأغريضيييبحيثي
ي.يرت ارييتغ ريتلزميستاب يياتكيييدرااتصلفتييصتبا كيبأنييي لتايراط،ي
 الباحث:
يتريديرل ليدتيس
 الشخصية البيانات
يياميييتدرا :ي.......................................
 ييثاصايعدريييحادييعدريييييي ادرييي ييا ي:ي
ي....يي تر.......
يدصث يييذسر  ي:ييي صسي
يتفييي ا ل يييييييت اسريييي   ارييييتلكيييصتعييياسن:
يعدديغر يييتصزل............
يرحييييييراص تصسيييييراص تصسدرمييييييييتصطا يييتاط ييييييغزةغربيي يييييغزةدرميي ييدتاليغزةييييييي صتين:
يتدسثري8ييييي7-5تنييييييتدهلي4 :ييعددييلأرتة
يد سلي0003دسثريتنيييد سلييي0003-1002تنييد سليييي0002-1021تنييد سليييي0021دهليتنييدرلييلأارةيييداري:ي
يدررىيحدد.................يتا ريييتي  تليت تااض يترتبييي  تليت تااض يترتبييييياصا  اعاتلييتي  تليييعتلييلأب:ي
يعددياصتيتيت ل مييلأب:............
يدريااتيعل اي ات ايييدبلتمييييثاصتييييي عديديييييبتدي اييييميبت لميييييتؤ ليييت ل تاييلأب:ي
يم:...............عددياصتيتيت ل مييلأ
يدررىيحددي.....................يتيت تليتتتااض يريتبييت تليتتتااض يريتبيييتا رةيييعاتل ييرب يب تيييعتلييلأم:ي
يدريااتيعل اي ات اييدبلتميييثاصتييييي عديديييبتدي اييييميتت لميييييتؤ ليييت ل تاييلأم:ييي
 (يرت اري).............................................يييتته في............................يييتار خ....................يتامي
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First: Socio-demographic data 
Age  
Type of residence  
Place of residence  
Number of siblings -  
Family monthly income - -
More than 3000 NIS  
Father's job Civil 
 
Father education 
 
Mother's job House wife Skilled worker Merchant Civil employee and working 
Civil employee not at work and getting salary  
Mother's education 
 
Name (selective): ………………. Signature:………….. Date:……………… 
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 -4102مقياس الخبرات الصادمة الناتجة عن الحرب عمي غزة
 إعداد أ. د عبد العزيز موسى ثابت
 أستاذ الطب النفسي جامعة القدس
دتاتكيت تتع يتنيييبصتديييتايتتضحيدصتيعيييربريتييي ادت ي(يلأحديثيييتؤيت )يييتايهدي ت رضيياايدييييعز زي/تا:
دصاانييرايييظرت يييا ب يتثليييحرتب,ييتحتلال,يييستيرثيييطب   ي ييتييتيايهيديتديتليب يضييتيايت رضيتيييخيريلالي
ي.يصر تيدنيتضفيعلات ياحيرايييراص ييياح ح .-4102ييحربيعلايغزة
 لا نعم  الحدث أو الخبرة الصادمة م
     اتاعكيتاتداادياد ميدتي ارييكيدثصاءيييحربي1
     اتاعكيتاتدااديدبيدتيدخيدتيدرتيدتيهر بييكيدثصاءيييحرب 2
     اتاعكيلأاتيتييياا يعل يييتصاطميييترتلف يتنيهطاعيغزة 3
     اتاعكيياتتيييزصاص يبااتترير 4
     تدا دةيياتداادياد مييكيدتاتكي 5
     تدا دةيياتدااديدبيدتيدخيدتيدرتيدتيهر بييكيدتاتكيي 6
     تدا دةي  اب ياد مييكيدتاتكيبايدظا ايدتييير اص 7
     تدا دةي  اب يدبيدتيدخيدتيدرتيدتيهر بييكيدتاتكيبايدظا ايدتييير اص 8
     يياا يدتييي ريراتتدا دةيب تسميتي تي ادمي،يتي دتريتني 9
     تدا دةيب تي  ريصسميتي تي ادمي،يتي دتريتنييياا يدتييي ريرات 01
     تدا دةيدب/دخ/درت/يدم/هر بييكيت تي  تاليدتاتك 11
     تدا دةياد ميت تي  تاليدتاتكيتنيهبلييي  ش 21
     تدا دةياترييي رح يتييلأدلاءيتييداديءيرايييتلفز تن 31
يييي تدا دةييتبريجييياسص  ييي اي  يتي ايتاا ييتاميع صكيتيتاتىيبالأرض 41
     تدا دةيعتل اتييتغت اتتيتنيهبلييي  شيلأدراصيرايييدارع 51
     ت رضكييلإ اب ييي اد  يصت   ييلحربيتراديصكيدحديدطريرك 61
     ت رضكييلإ اب يبدظ  يهصبل يدتي ارتخيدتييير اصيدثصاءيييحرب 71
     تيلحرتانيتنيييتاءيتيلأسليتييسارباءييت رضكييلاحت ازيرايييب ت 81
     ت رضكيلإطلاميييصاريبااديييترت   91
     ت رضيدغريضكيييدرا  ييرايييتصزلييلتدت ريتيييتسا ريتييصابيتنييي  شي 02
     تاد دكييلتاد ديدرا ًايباياتلي 12
     يلأارةييدتاميع ص كتاد دكييلتاد ديباتليدحديدرريدي 22
     ت رضكييلرطريييدد ديبااترديتكيسدرعيبدريييلابضيعل ي ارييسم 32
     ت رضكييتركيييتصزليتفيعا لتكيتدهاربكيتيييصزتحييتصاطميدررىي 42
     ت رضكييلاعتااليتنييي  شيدثصاءييت ت اح 52
     صات  يعنييياا يسر ا داميغازيتيصت رضكيتات 62
     يلتاد ديبايتل فتنييتركيييتصزليبغرضيهافخ  ت رضك  72
 82
تصديتريتيتينييت رضيكيدتيدحيديدريريديدايرتكييلتاد يديبتيركيييب يتيريايييتصياطميييحدتد ي يتييتت يخييتايطيييتد صي يعينيطر يم
 ييطا ريت
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Traumatic Events checklist 
No.  Item  
Yes  
(1) 
No  
(2) 
1 Hearing killing of  a friend   
2 Hearing killing  of a close relative   
3 Hearing shelling of the area by artillery   
4 Hearing the loud voice of  Drones   
5 Witnessing killing of a friend   
6 Witnessing killing of a close relative   
7 Witnessing shooting of a friend   
8 Witnessing shooting of a close relative   
9 
Witnessing firing by tanks and heavy artillery at own 
home 
  
10 
Witnessing firing by tanks and heavy artillery at 
neighbors' homes 
  
11 Witnessing arrest of a close relative by the army   
12 Witnessing  arrest  of a friend   
13 Watching mutilated bodies in TV   
14 Witnessing assassination of people by rockets   
15 
Witnessing bombardment and destruction of big 
buildings 
  
16 Physical injury due to bombardment of your home   
17 Shot by bullets, rocket, or bombs   
18 
Deprivation from water or electricity during detention at 
home 
  
19 Threaten by shooting   
20 
Destroying of your personal belongings during 
incursion 
  
99 
21 Personal threat if killing by the army   
22 
Threaten of killing of your closed relative in front of 
you 
  
23 
Threatened with death by being used as human shield by 
the army to move from one home to home 
  
24 Being arrested during the land incursion   
25 
Forced to leave you home with family members due to 
shelling 
  
26 Inhalation of bad smells due to bombardment   
27 
Threaten by telephone to leave the home for 
bombardment of home 
  
28 
Receiving pamphlets from Airplane to leave your home 
at the border and to move to the city centers 
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 ما تعد الصدمح للمراهقين مقياس كرب
 أ. د. عثد العزيز موسى ثاتد
 جامعح القدس -أسراذ الطة النفسي 
ييتياييي4102عز زي:يدتاتكيت تتع يتنييلأا ل يييتايتا سيردتديييف ليعل ييلأحديثييياي ب يريايدتهياتيييحيربيرياي
يهدي ت رضيياايتني ميراياصك.يصر تيدنيتضفيعلات ياحيرايييراص ييياح ح :
 
 غالباا  كثيراا  أحياناا  قميلاا  لا  البنــود الرقم
يييييي ليت اتدكياتريتدحديثيتذسر اتيبتايت رضتييخيدثصاءيييحرب.ي1
ييييي  ليتحلمييحلاميتزع  يتذسركيبايحرب.يي2
 لي صتابكيد تريبأنيتايت رضيتيييخيريايرتيرةيييحيربيايت ي حيدثييلأنيي3
 ترةيدررىي(دتيتل بيبأد اءيتذسركيبايحرب)
ييييي
 ييليتاييابيبحاييي يتيينيييضيي ميييدييد ديعصييديييت ييرضيلأييتتهيي يايي بيي4
 رار اييتيديرلايتنيصفاكي ذسركيبتايت رضتييخييثصاءيييحرب
ييييي
 ييليتاييابيبحاييي يتيينيييالييميتيي اييب  يتييتييتتري(عليي يدييسلياييرع يرييايي5
ضيييرباتييياليييب،يترعدييي يرييياييي ييييد ن،يعيييرميغز ييير)يعصيييديت رضييييكيلأيي
صفايكي يذسركيبتيايت رضيتيييخيدثصياءيتته يرار ايا بيدتيديرلايتني
 ييحرب
ييي
يي
 يييليتت صيييبييلأرسيييار،يتيلأحاد يييث،يتيلإحاااييياتيييتيييايتيييذسركيبيييايربريتيي6
 يي ادت يييتايت رضتيياايدثصاءيييحرب
ييي
يي
 يييييليتت صيييييبييلأديييييراصيتيلأتييييياسن،يتييتتيهييييي يييتيييييايتيييييذسركيبيييييايربريتيي7
 يي ادت يييتايت رضتيياايدثصاءيييحرب
ييي
يي
دايييبحتيغ يييريهيييادريعلييي يتيييذسريددييي اءيتاتييي يتت ليييميبفتيييرةيييحيييربيتتيييايي8
 ت رضتييخيتنيتتيه ي ادت ي
ييي
يي
تصيييذيت رضيييتييلايييدت ي يييليهيييليبديييسليتيضيييحيي تتاتيييكيبايتديييارس يريييايي9
 ييصداطاتييت تتاع  ي،يتييتدرا  ي،يتييتدارساتيييا اا  يييترتلف ي
ييي
يي
ييييي  ليتد ريبايغرب يتيتصف اليعتنيحتيكيتدصخيي سييكيباميدييال يي01
ييييي  ليدصتيعا زيعل يحبييلآرر نيتنيحتيكي11
 ليتد ريبأصخيي سيييد كيتايتابليتثيليدنيتستيليت ل تيكيتتتيزتجيتت ي شيي21
 ح اةيطت ل 
ييي
يي
ييييي  ليتدستيتنيا تب يرايييصتميدتيييبااءيصا تايي31
ييييي بايتتتريتتصتابكيصتباتيتنيييغضبيييدد د ليتد ريي41
ييييي  لييد كيا تباتيرايييترس زيدثصاءيتأد  يتي باتكيييتدرا  يي51
 ييليتديي ريبأصييكيدي تييايتتي اظيتتتتهييفييلأاييتديترييايحاييي ييصتظيياريدي ييمييتييايي61
 ا حدثي
ييي
يي
يييييي ليت فليتتتتفززيبدسليغ ريطب  ايياتاعكيدهلياتتيتزعجي71
101 
PTSD Scale  
Here is a list of problems people sometimes have after very bad things happen.  Please 
THINK about the bad thing that happened to you.  Then, READ each problem on the list 
carefully.  CIRCLE ONE of the numbers (0, 1, 2, 3 or 4) that tells how often the problem 
has happened to you.  Use the Rating Sheet on Page 3 to help you decide how often the 
problem has happened. 
PLEASE BE SURE TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 
  
 None 
 
 
Little 
 
Some 
 
Much 
 
 Most 
Recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections 
of the event, including images, thoughts, or 
perceptions.  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Recurrent distressing dreams of the event   0  1  2  3  4 
Acting or feeling as if the traumatic event were 
recurring  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Intense psychological distress at exposure to 
internal or external cues that symbolize or 
resemble an aspect of the traumatic event  
 0    1  2  3  4 
Physiological reactivity on exposure to internal 
or external cues that symbolize or resemble an 
aspect of the traumatic event  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings, or 
conversations associated with the trauma  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Efforts to avoid activities, places, or people that 
arouse recollections of the trauma  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Inability to recall an important aspect of the 
trauma  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Markedly diminished interest or participation in 
significant activities  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Feeling of detachment or estrangement from 
others  
0   1 2 3 4 
Restricted range of affect (e.g., unable to have 
loving feelings)  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Sense of a foreshortened future (e.g., does not 
expect to have a career, marriage, children, or a 
normal life span)  
 0  1  2  3  4 
Difficulty falling or staying asleep       
Irritability or outbursts of anger       
Difficulty in concentration       
Hyper vigilance (On edge been easily distracted 
or had to stay)  
     
Exaggerated startle response       
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 مقياس الصلادج النفسيح للمراهقين
 القدسجامعح  –ذرجمح وذقنين: أ. د. عثد العزيز موسى ثاتد  أسراذ الطة النفسي  
 ذعليماخ:
أٍبٍل ػذد ٍِ اىؼجبساد اىزٜ رَثو سؤٝزل فٜ ٍ٘اجٖخ ػذد ٍِ اىَ٘اقف ، ٗاىَطي٘ة ٍْل: اُ رقشا مو ػجبسح ثؼْبٝخ ثٌ 
فٜ ادذٙ اىخبّبد اىَقبثيخ ىيؼجبسح, ّأٍو إلا رزشك ػجبسح ٗادذح دُٗ أُ رجٞت ػيٖٞب ٍغ ٍلادظخ أّ √ ) رضغ ػلاٍخ (  
خبطئخ رؼزجش صذٞذخ ػْذٍب رؼجش ػِ دقٞقخ ٍب رشؼش ثٔ رجبٓ اىَؼْٚ اىزٙ رزضَْٔ لا ر٘جذ ػجبسح صذٞذخ ٗأخشٙ 
 اىؼجبسح.
 أدٞبّب   قيٞلا   أثذا  
ٍؼظٌ 
 اى٘قذ
 الرقم الثنــد مو اى٘قذ
 1 أرؼبُٗ ٍغ  ٍَِ ٌٕ د٘ىٜ     
 2 اّٖٜ ٍب ثذأد ػَئ     
 3 اىْبط ٝؼزقذُٗ ثأّْٜ ٍشح     
 4 أدٗٝخ اٗ مذ٘هادو ٍشبميٜ ثذُٗ رْبٗه      
 5 اػشف ٍصبدس ق٘رٜ اىزارٞخ     
 6 اشؼش ثبىذػٌ ث٘اعطخ أصذقبئٜ     
 7 أصذقبئٜ ٝقف٘ا غيٜ جبّجٜ ٗقذ اىضٞق     
 8 اػشف مٞف أرصشف فٜ اىَ٘اقف الاجزَبػٞخ اىَخزيفخ     
 9 اػشف إىٜ أِٝ ارجٔ ىيذص٘ه ػيٜ اىَغبػذح     
 01 اى٘ظٞفٞخىذٛ اىفشص ىزط٘ٝش ٍٖبسارٜ      
 11 أػطٞذ اىفشصخ اى  َ ْبعجخ مٜ امجش ٗ أصجخ سجلا     
 21 إٔيٜ ٝشاقجّْٜ٘ ثبعزَشاس     
 31 إٔيٜ ٝؼشفُ٘ مو شٜء ػْٜ     
 41 امو مفبٝخ ٍؼظٌ اىًٞ٘     
 51 أرنيٌ ٍغ إٔيٜ فَٞب أدظ ثٔ     
 61 إٔيٜ ٝقف٘ا ٍؼٜ فٜ الأٗقبد اىصؼجخ     
 71 فٜ ٗج٘د إٔيٜاشؼش ثبلأٍبُ      
 81 اعزَزغ ثؼبداد إٔيٜ ٗ رقبىٞذٌٕ     
 91 الإَٝبُ ٗاى٘اصع اىذْٜٝ ٕٜ ٍصذس اىق٘ح ىذٛ     
 02 أشبسك فٜ اىْشبطبد اىذْٝٞخ اىَْظَخ     
 12 اػزقذ ثأّٔ ٍِ اىٌَٖ أُ أخذً ٍِ ٌٕ د٘ىٜ     
 22 أّب فخ٘س ثبّزَبءارٜ ٗ خيفٞزٜ اىؼبئيٞخ     
 32 ثَ٘اطْزٜافزخش      
 42 اعزَزغ ثؼبداد ٍجزَؼٜ     
 52 ٝزٌ ٍؼبٍيزٜ ثبىؼذه فٜ ٍجزَؼٜ     
 62 ىذٛ أشخبص اػزْٜ ثٌٖ     
 72 اىذص٘ه ػيٜ اىزؼيٌٞ ٌٍٖ ثبىْغجخ ىٜ     
 82 اشؼش ثبلاّزَبء ىَذسعزٜ     
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Youth Resilience Measure  
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Item  
No. 
Individual factor  
Personal skills  
     I cooperate with people around me  1 
     I aim to finish what I start   2 
     People think I am fun to be with   3 
     I solve problems without drugs or alcohol   4 
     I am aware of my own strengths   5 
Peer component  
     I feel supported by my friends   6 
     My friends stand by me during difficult 
times   
7 
Social skills  
     I know how to behave in different social 
situations  
8 
     I know where to go to get help   9 
     I have opportunities to develop job skills  10 
     I am given opportunities to become an 
adult   
11 
Relationship with caregiver  
Physical relationship with caregiver  
     My caregivers watch me closely   12 
     My caregivers know a lot about me   13 
Psychological relationship with caregiver  
104 
     I eat enough most days   14 
     I talk to my caregivers about how I feel  15 
     My caregivers stand by me during 
difficult times   
16 
     I feel safe when I am with my caregivers   17 
     I enjoy my caregivers’ cultural and family 
traditions   
18 
Contextual components  
that facilitate a sense of belonging in youth,  
Spiritual beliefs    
     Spiritual beliefs are a source of strength 
for me   
19 
     I participate in organized religious 
activities  
20 
     I think it is important to serve my 
community   
21 
culture (5 items),  
     I am proud of my ethnic background  22 
     I am proud of my citizenship  23 
     I enjoy my community’s traditions 24 
     I am treated fairly in my community   25 
     I have people I look up to   26 
Educational items  
     Getting an education is important to me  27 
     I feel I belong at my school .  28 
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  مقياس الرطور الإيجاتي تعد الصدماخ النفسيح
 إعداد: أ. د. عثد العزيز موسى ثاتد
 جامعح القدس -أسراذ الطة النفسي
 ػضٝضٛ/ ػضٝضرٜ
اىزط٘س ىلأشخبص اىزِٝ ٝزؼشضُ٘ لاصٍبد ٗ  فَٞب ٝيٜ ٍجَ٘ػخ ٍِ الأعئيخ اىزٜ رزْبٗه اىق٘ح ٗ 
فٜ اىخبّخ اىزٜ (√) صذٍبد ّفغٞخ ٍثو اىذشة, ٗ اىؼْف, ٗاىذ٘ادس اىَخزيفخ. ثشجبء ٗضغ ػلاٍخ 
 رشإب رْبعجل. ػيَب ثأُ الإجبثبد ٕٜ ػيٚ اىْذ٘ اىزبىٜ:
طخ ثؼذ = ىقذ جشثذ رىل ثطشٝقخ ٍز٘ع2= ىقذ جشثذ رىل ثطشٝقخ ثغٞطخ ثؼذ الأصٍخ , 1= لا   0 
=  ىقذ جشثذ رىل ثطشٝقخ مجٞشح جذا ثؼذ 4=  ىقذ جشثذ رىل ثطشٝقخ مجٞشح ثؼذ الأصٍخ, 3الأصٍخ, 
 الأصٍخ.  
 لا الثنــود
تدرجح 
 تسيطح
 تدرجح كثيرج تدرجح مروسطح
تدرجح 
 كثيرج جدا
. رغٞشد إٔذافٜ فٜ اىذٞبح ثؼذ اىذشة ٍقبسّخ ىَب ٕٜ 1
 ػيٞٔ قجو اىذشة
  
        
           . اقذس قَٞخ دٞبرٜ أمثش ٍِ الأٗه 2
           . ثذأد إزٌ ثأشٞبء جذٝذح فٜ اىذٞبح3
           . أصجذذ ثقزٜ فٜ ّفغٜ أمثش ٍِ قجو4
           . أصجذذ أرفٌٖ الأٍ٘س اىشٗدٞخ ٗ اىذْٝٞخ أفضو ٍِ قجو5
. ػشفذ ثأّْٜ اعزطٞغ الاػزَبد ػيٚ اٟخشِٝ د٘ىٜ 6
 فٜ ٍشنيخ ػْذٍب أقغ
  
        
           . اخزشد طشٝق (ٍغبس) جذٝذ فٜ دٞبرٜ 7
           . أشؼش ثبىقشة ٍِ اٟخشِٝ8
. أصجذذ قبدسا ػيٚ اىزؼجٞش ػِ ٍشبػشٛ أمثش ٍِ قجو 9
 اىذشة
  
        
. أػشف ثأّْٜ أصجذذ قبدسا ثطشٝقخ أفضو ػيٚ 01
 اىزؼبٍو ٍغ ٍشبميٜ 
  
        
أُ أفؼو الأشٞبء فٜ دٞبرٜ ثطشٝقخ جٞذح ثؼذ . أعزطٞغ 11
 اىذشة
  
        
           . أقجو ثشنو أفضو ٍب اّزٖذ إىٞٔ الأٍ٘س ثؼذ اىذشة21
           . اقذس مو ًٝ٘ جذٝذ فٜ دٞبرٜ أمثش ٍِ الأٗه31
. أصجذذ ىذٛ فشص جذٝذح فٜ اىذٞبح ىٌ رنِ ٍ٘ج٘دح 41
 ٍِ قجو
  
        
           ػبطفخ ٗ دت رجبٓ اٟخشِٝ. أصجذذ ىذٛ 51
. أدبٗه أُ أقٌٞ أفضو اىؼلاقبد الاجزَبػٞخ ٍغ 61
 اٟخشِٝ
  
        
           . أدبٗه أُ أغٞش الأشٞبء فٜ اىذٞبح اىزٜ رذزبج ىيزغٞٞش71
           . أصجخ أَٝبّٜ أػَق ثبلله81
           . امزشفذ ثأّْٜ أمثش ق٘ح ٍَب مْذ أػزقذ91
           . رؼيَذ مثٞشا  مٞف أُ اىْبط د٘ىٜ سائؼِٞ 02
           . رقجيذ أمثش ٍِ قجو ثأّْٜ أدزبج اىْبط ٍِ د٘ىٜ12
106 
Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI) 
(Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996) 
No. Item 0 1 2 3 4 
1 I changed my priorities about what is important in life.      
2 I have a greater appreciation for the value of my own life.      
3 I developed new interests.      
4 I have a greater feeling of self-reliance.      
5 I have a better understanding of spiritual matters.      
6 I more clearly see that I can count on people in times of trouble.      
7 I established a new path for my life.      
8 I have a greater sense of closeness with others.      
9 I am more willing to express my emotions.      
10 I know better that I can handle difficulties.      
11 I am able to do better things with my life.      
12 I am better able to accept the way things work out.      
13 I can better appreciate each day.      
14 
New opportunities are available which wouldn't have been 
otherwise. 
     
15 I have more compassion for others.      
16 I put more effort into my relationships.      
17 I am more likely to try to change things which need changing.      
18 I have a stronger religious faith.      
19 I discovered that I'm stronger than I thought I was.      
20 I learned a great deal about how wonderful people are.      
21 I better accept needing others.      
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Annex (5) 
Approval letter from Al Quds University  
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Annex (6) 
Approval from Ministry of Education 
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 إناث روذك مديريات التربية والتعليم
 الفالوجة الثانوٌة للبنات خلٌفة بن زاٌد الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة شمال غزة
 الشجاعٌة الثانوٌة للبنات شهداء الزٌتون الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة شرق غزة
 الهدى الثانوٌة للبنات زهٌر العلمً الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة غرب غزة
 شهداء دٌر البلح الثانوٌة للبنات فتحً البلعاوي الثانوٌة للبنٌن الوسطىمدٌرٌة 
 طٌبة الثانوٌة للبنات شهداء خزاعة الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة شرق خانٌونس
 عكا الثانوٌة للبنات خالد الحسن الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة غرب خانٌونس
 الثانوٌة للبناتشهداء رفح  فتحً الشقاقً الثانوٌة للبنٌن مدٌرٌة رفح
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خبرات الصادمة، كرب ما بعد الصدمة، المرونة النفسية، مللتعرض عنوان الدراسة: العلاقة بين ا
 والتطور الإيجابي بعد الصدمة لدى اليافعين في قطاع غزة.
 إعداد: مراد دواس
 إشراف: د. عبد العزيز ثابت
 ممخص الدراسة
سرب يتا يب د يييادت ،ييلربريت ييي ادت ،يت رض ييب ن يسل يتن ييي درت يييدريا  ي ي  يت  ر  ييي لاه 
ييترتص يييصفا  ،يتييتطترييلإ  ابايب ديييادت ييدىييي ار  نيرايهطاعيغزة،يتتستصتيع ص يييدريا ي
طايب )يتنيطلب يييتديرسيييثاصت  يييحستت  يرايهطاعيي002طايبيتي002بيتطايب ي(طايي004تني
ل ميتنيسليتنيتد ر  يدتاليغزة،يتد ر  يدرميغزة،يتد ر  يغربيغزة،يغزةيرايتد ر اتيييترب  يتييت 
تد ر  يييتاط ،يتد ر  يدرميراص تصس،يتد ر  يغربيراص تصس،يتد ر  ي رح.ييتحا ميد دي يييدريا ي
ياتردميييباحثيييتصاجيييتافايتي تفيييب اصاتيراديتميياترديميدرب  يتاا  سي ا:يتا اسيييربريتي
)،يتا اسيسربيتايب ديييادت ،يتا اسيييترتص ي4102ييدستتريعبدييي ز زيثابتي(يي ادت يتني عديدي
يتحل ل يييب اصات يراد يتم يياترديم يبرصاتج يييرزميي.تا اس يييتطتر ييلإ  ابا يب د يييادت ي،ييصفا  
، يتتضتصت يييت اي ات ييلإح ا    يييتسريريت،ي)02 noisrev SSPS(يلإح ا    ييل لتم ييت تتاع   ي
با،يييصابيييت ت  ،ييرتباري(ت)،ييرتباريتحل ليييتبا نييلأحادي،ييرتبارير درييلفرتميييتتتاطيييحاا
يييييب د  ،يتيرتباريب راتنييل لاهات.
يب صتيييدريا يييصتا جيييتاي  :
يلربريت ييي ادت  يراد يتب ن يدن يدسثر يييربريت ييي ادت  يتتثلت يرا يسل يتن ي"اتاعيبايصاب  ي -
%، ي ل اا ي"اتاعياتتي3.29تنيهطاعيغزة" يبصاب ييداتيتييتصف اريتيرايتصاطميترتلف 
%،ي ل ااي"اتاعيربريتاتلياد ميدتي اريرلالي3.68ييطا ريتيبدتنيط اريبااتترير"يبصاب ي
%يتنيييتدارس نيرايييدريا  يساني31%، يستا يب صتيييصتا جيدني5.97ييحرب" يبصاب يبلغتي
% ييد ام يتاتتى يتتتاط يتن يييربريتي8.93يد ام يتاتتى يتتدصا يتن يييربريت ييي ادت ، ي
ستا يب صت يييصتا ج يعدم يت تدي% ييد ام يدر   يعاي   يتن يييربريت ييي ادت . ي3.74يي ادت ، ي
ررتميذيتيدتي ي ح ا   يرايييربريتييي ادت يت زىييسليتنييي صس،ييي تر،يتسانييياسن،ي
 لأب.عدديدرريدييلأارة،يييدرليييداريييلأارة،يعتلييلأبيتييتاتتىيييت ل تايي
ح ث يبلغ يييتتتاط يييسلاييتتتاط يسرب يتا يب د يييادت  يبدر  ستا يدظارت يييصتا ج يت تد ي -
تنيعلاتاتي%يتتنيدتلتاميييدريا ييميتظاريعل اميديي5.72ستايتب نيدنيي،6.83يلدر اتي
% يظارت ييد امي42% يظار ييد ام يعل  ييلأهل يعلات  يتيحدة، ي83سرب يتا يب د يييادت ، ي
تيمي%يظارتييد اميدعريضيسل  ييسربيتايب ديييادت ،ي5.01دعريضي ز   ،يرايح نيدني
يسربيتايب ديييادت ييدر  يييسل  يييراي50.0يαتت ديررتميذيتيدتي ي ح ا   يعصديتاتتىي
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ب ن يييذستر يتيلإصاث يرا يح ن يساصت يدعريض يييتدرل يتيلإثارة يدعل  ييدىييتدعريض يييت صب
رايح نيساصتيدعريضييلإثارةيدعل ييتسانييياسنييفت ات.يستاييميتت ديررتميت زىييل تريتي
يدرلي دد يدرريد ييلأارة، ييييستا ييم يتسنيييفرتميديي  يبايصاب ي،يدىياسانيتحارظ  يدتاليغزة
 .ب،يتييتاتتىيييت ل تاييلأبييداريييلأارة،يعتلييلأ
تن يييترتص  يييصفا   ييدى يدرريد يع ص  يييدريا ، يتبلغييتتتاطتدظارت يييصتا ج يت تد يتاتتى ي -
، يتيم يتت د يررتميذيتيدتي يي84.08يلدر اتيعل يتا اسيييترتص  يييصفا   ييييتتتاطييي ام
ييي صس،ي،يي تريتنييسليت زىرايتاتتىيييترتص  يييصفا   يي50.0يα ح ا   يعصد يتاتتىي
 .يلأبيييت ل تايتييتاتتىي،يلأبيعتلييلأارة،يييدارييييدرلييلأارة،يدرريديعددياسن،يييتسان
تب صتيييصتا جيت تديييتطترييلإ  ابايبدر  يتتتاط يح ثيبلغيييتتتاطييي امييلدر اتيعل ي -
ي50.0يα،يتيميتت ديررتميذيتيدتي ي ح ا   يعصديتاتتىي500.64تا اسيييطترييلإ  اباي
يييدارييييدرلييلأارة،يدرريديعددييياسن،يتساني،يي صسيتنييسليت زىييلإ  ابايييتطتريرا
يدعل سانيتاتتىيييتطترييلإ  اباييح نيراي،بيلأيييت ل تايتييتاتتىي،يلأبيعتلييلأارة،
 .اص ي61ي–ي51ييتدارس نيرايييدريا يييذ نيساصتيدعتار ميب نييدىي
ب نيييربريتيي50.0يαعصديتاتتىيتب صتيصتا جيييدريا يت تديعلاه ييرتباط  يديي ي ح ا  ًا ي -
)،ي761.0ييترتص  يييصفا   ي(ر= يي)،672.0يي ادت  يتسل يتن يسرب يتا يب د يييادت  ي(ر= ي
)،يب صتاييميتسنييي لاه يديي ي ح ا  ًايب نيسربيتايب ديييادت ي781.0تييتطترييلإ  اباي(ر=ي
 يتييتطترييلإ  ابا.
تتاي صتجيعصااييراييلإ تاليراديب صتيييدريا يتدىيت رضيدبصاءيييد بيييفلاط صاييلربريتييي ادت 
تن ييضطريبات يصفا   يتثل يسرب يتا يب د يييادت  يصت    ييياريع يييطت ل يتف ييتحتلال ييلإاري  لاي
تييحرتبيييتتتاي  يتييح اريييتفرتضيعل يهطاعيغزة،يتدظارتيييدريا يييحا  ي ي يتضفيبرصاتجي
رف  يتن ييلأثاريياتريت  ا ييلاح  يييصفا   ييلتااعدة يرا يتطت ر يت ساص زتات يييدراع يييصفاا يييتا يت
ييييالب  يييصات  يعنيييربريتييي ادت .
